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Craig Hall freshman
accused of burglary
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin

A
Student
University
accused of
of Montana taking photos of
student was semi-nude
charged
woman
with burglary and misdemeanor surreptitious visual operation in Justice
court on Wednesday after he
allegedly used his camera phone
to take a picture of a scantilyclad female student who was
sleeping in her dorm room.
Daniel Dyer, a freshman in
general studies, appeared before
Judge Karen Orzech after the
female student reported to UM
Public Safety that he had
allegedly entered her room on
April 15 through an unlocked
door while she was sleeping and
used his cellular phone to take a
picture of her.
In court, Dyer’s attorney, Clint
Kamerer, said that approximately $10,500 had been posted for
Dyer’s bail and Orzech ordered
that he was to remain only on
his floor and out of the lobby
area of Craig Hall.
Dyer and Kamerer debated
about the requirement for a
minute, wondering how Dyer
would get to the laundry room
and the lobby, but Dyer quickly
conceded.
“Do your laundry somewhere
else,” Orzech said.
The female student told Public
Safety that she was an acquain-

tance of Dyer, but not friends,
adding that they both lived in
Craig Hall, said Capt. Jim
Lemcke, assistant director of
Public Safety.
According to the affidavit and
reports from Lemcke, the female
student reportedly heard that
Dyer had been in her room, but
she learned later that he had
taken a photo and then showed it
to his friends.
The female reported that she
had been to the Wednesday night
fights at the Wilma Theatre with
a friend and they had both consumed alcohol, but were not
intoxicated, according to the
affidavit.
The female was in her room
and the friend left without locking the door. In the affidavit, she
says she was wearing only her
underwear.
Ken Willett, director of Public
Safety, said the female reported
the incident to police Wednesday
at 6:50 p.m. and Dyer was
arrested at approximately 9:30
p.m. later that night.
Both Willett and Lemcke said
this is the first time they’ve ever
had to deal with a case involving
a camera phone.
“Imagine the impact on the
victim,” Lemcke said. “That’s
got to be a very violated feeling.”
Dyer declined to comment.
His next court appearance will
be May 10 at 4:00 p.m.

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

Dean Jerry Brown (left) of the Journalism School gets a hug from Curtis Cox, a development officer, at the
conclusion of Thursday’s groundbreaking ceremony behind Jeannette Rankin Hall. The new Journalism
building, Don Anderson Hall, will take an estimated three years to build.

Groundbreaking celebrates
future journalism building
Joe Friedrichs
For the Kaimin

Building will be
named for late
journalist

At 1:30 p.m. on Thursday,
April 22, six shining shovels stood resting against the
podium at the future site of the new University of
Montana School of Journalism building. An hour later,
under clear spring skies, the shovel blades were tainted
by damp soil, breaking ground on the site of the future
Don Anderson Hall.
“This is a historic and long-awaited event,” said
Jerry Brown, dean of the School of Journalism. “I
think we should all pause and reflect and be glad God
is a journalist.”
Brown, who was the opening speaker, could only
pump his fists in exaltation when asked about the

groundbreaking ceremony, located between the Liberal
Arts Building, Jeannette Rankin Hall, the Social
Sciences Building and the Natural Sciences Building.
“Deans and deficits will come and go,” Brown said.
“We are fortunate to be a part of a University that lives
up to its name.”
Lloyd Schermer, retired CEO of Lee Enterprises and
former publisher for the Missoulian, spoke graciously
of his old friend, Donald W. Anderson, for whom the
new journalism school building is to be named.
“Don Anderson was a great guy and was very special to me and many others,” Schermer said.
Anderson, a native of Montana’s Gallatin Valley,
was the chief negotiator in the purchase of the
See GROUNDBREAKING, Page 16

26 professors at UM require own books for classes
Kat Sather
Montana Kaimin

When University of Montana business
professor Jakki Mohr published her first
textbook in 2001, she found her first customers in her classroom.
Mohr requires the text, “Marketing of
High Technology Products and
Innovations,” in two of her classes. She
wrote it because she said there were no
other texts available in the field. It has
since been adopted by more than 25
schools in the United States and more
overseas.
Mohr receives royalties of about 15 percent of the wholesale price from each sale
of the text, which is marked at $89 at the
UM Bookstore. Her publisher, Prentice
Hall, recently asked her to produce a second edition.
“You wouldn’t write a book with all the
pain involved if you didn’t think it’s making a contribution,” she said.
But the issue of professors requiring
their students to purchase materials that
they have written is controversial at
schools nationwide. According to UM policy, it can create a conflict of interest if
professors are profiting from the practice.
A Kaimin examination of records from
The Bookstore found that during this
school year at least 26 professors at UM
required texts they wrote. The subjects of
the books range from law to dance, and

they cost students from $7 to $100. While
the University does have a policy about
the practice, it’s only loosely enforced.
The UM faculty contract says that professors who require texts that they have
written or edited should either donate their
royalties to a charity or get the material
approved by their department colleagues,
as Mohr’s text was. This clause is in line
with state ethics laws, said David
Aronofsky, UM’s attorney, but he said
there’s no system in place to enforce it.
“Public employees are not supposed to
enrich themselves at the expense of the
public they interact with,” he said.
Aronofsky said he often receives calls
from faculty members who have written
profitable textbooks and want to know if
there are any rules about using their books
in the classroom. He said most don’t know
that it’s addressed in the faculty contract.
“I usually recommend they donate their
royalties to scholarships,” he said.
Michael Kupilik, chairman of the committee that drafts the faculty contract, said
the committee relies on individual departments on campus to enforce the policy.
Some departments, including law, economics and chemistry, have at least an informal process of approving texts written by
their colleagues. Others don’t have standard procedures because they’ve never had
to confront the issue.
Mark Hanson, director of UM’s
Practical Ethics Center, said that the prac-

tice is only ethically troubling if a professor is motivated by money to publish the
text. He said professors should explain to
students why they’re using the material.
“That would encourage professors to
make sure their intentions are ethically
sound,” he said.
He worries that students may be less
inclined to criticize the material if their
professors wrote it.
Mohr said that it creates an awkward situation in the classroom. Although a panel
of her colleagues in the business school
reviewed her text to ensure it was a good
choice, she starts her high-tech marketing
courses by telling students that she sometimes feels that teaching out of her own
text puts her in an odd position.
“I try to invite criticism,” she said. “It’s
cool to be the author, but it’s awkward ...
Here I am the expert, but on the other
hand, there’s ongoing learning in the classroom.”
Students have mixed feelings about the
issue.
Senior Alex Rosenleaf, an education
major, recalled a history course on human
rights in which he was required to a buy a
text written by the instructor. The instructor was Paul Lauren and his $30 book was
titled “The Evolution of International
Human Rights: Visions Seen.” It was one
of several texts he was required to buy for
the course, he said.
“He said any sales were going into a

scholarship account, so he wasn’t profiting
from sales to UM students,” Rosenleaf
said. “I think that’s a good way to do it.”
Junior Ryan Malone-Douglas, an anthropology student, said if he was required to
buy a book written by his professor, he
would want to be sure it was the best book
available.
“If they’re making money off of us, I’d
like to know there’s a good reason,” he
said.
Professor Tom Power, who teaches
courses in economics, is another professor
who donates his royalties to scholarship
funds. Power has used each of the six
books he’s written as required material in
classes during his 36 years at the
University. This semester he required a
book titled “Post Cowboy Economics: Pay
and Prosperity in the New American West”
in a course on Montana’s economy. He
receives royalties of about $1 for each
paperback sold, which he donates to scholarships.
Even if he kept the money, he said it’s
not a lucrative business.
“At most, over the life of the book
you’ll sell 5,000 books. Over a five or six
year period maybe you’ll make $5,000,”
Power said. “One thousand dollars a year
is not much — maybe you’re adding 2
percent to your salary.”
Professor Joel Henry from the computer
See TEXTBOOKS, Page 10
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Friday, April 23, 2004

The

Peanut Gallery

Offering solutions, thank yous

Plan to pay down athletics debt: Nice try.
We know what’s under the veil on this one. Students will still have
to pay for the athletics department’s problems. Already the department has the biggest budget under the Big Sky, but we’ll still have to
pay for it’s screw-ups. Great.
Groundbreaking ceremony: Woo hoo!
Sweet! Not only do we get a new journalism building, we… waitjustadamnminute. 2005?! I’m sure our academically like-minded
descendants are going to love this supreme study pad. Those of us
who have spent day after joyous day in the current building have
come to love it. Listening to the unexplained clanging of pipes.
Sweating like non-collegiate laborer types. You future J-schoolers are
going to miss out. We don’t secretly resent you AT ALL.
UM lesbian couple’s decision to marry despite Montana law:
It’s about time.
These two beautiful women exchanging vows hardly fits the mold
of the grotesque, American-family-destroying union many conservatives would have us think it was. Since they won’t be getting a marriage certificate from the state of Montana, they probably didn’t bother to make any other superficial, legal agreements like prenups either.
Only time will tell if this marriage will last, but our guess is that their
vows will outlast any paper agreement they might have signed.
ASUM President and Vice President censured: Does that hurt?
Some people demanded a public apology, some demanded an
immediate impeachment and some felt that a slap on the wrist would
be enough. What should we do with them? We say they should get
their mouths washed out with soap. We need to make examples out of
these people.
The Peanut Gallery is written
by the editorial staff of the Kaimin

Price and Pavish both
bad picks
Gale Price hid for a year that she
and Aaron Flint overspent on their
campaign. That’s not honesty.
That’s outright deceit.
Price is a member of MontPIRG.
Price was willing to compromise
with the administration on fees
when she stated last year that she
was against fees.
Vinnie Pavlish supported
plus/minus grading.
Pavlish supports not only raising

our athletics fee but tacking on
another $5.
Pavlish is blatantly partisan.
With him in charge the same
garbage that happened this year in
ASUM will happen again. Once
more, see last week’s Kaimin.
There are conservative students,
too, Vinnie, or did you forget?
Pavlish doesn’t support the students at UMCOT. He thinks they
should support themselves through
their own senators.
Pavlish also does not support
veterans.

The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor
and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or less, and columns
should be about 700 words. Please e-mail both to
letters@kaimin.org, or drop them off in Journalism
107. Include contact information.

M ONTANA K AIMIN

Chris Rodkey
Actual parking solutions
It wouldn’t be a successful issue of the Kaimin if it didn’t somehow bitch about the parking situation on campus.
And I will not let this year pass without saying how terrible the parking problem really is.
I mean, by 8 a.m., people are already hunting around,
looking for good places.
But instead of just flat-out complaining, I’m going to
take this precious print space to discuss actual parking
solutions. One of the things that really drives me nuts is
that every time students complain about parking on campus, UM officials throw their hands in the air and, in a
sense, say, “There’s nothing we can do. Oh God, we do
everything we can. Look at us! What can we do?!”
Well, here’s what you can do:
Start by building a giant parking lot off campus. We’re
talking huge. The University has LOTS of land scattered
around this city. Build it, fence it, put cameras on the corners and force freshman — in particular, dorm-resident
freshman — to park there. Make them buy a $20 parking
pass. Hey, that’s cheaper! Use the current Park-N-Ride
system to take people to the lot. Extend the Park-N-Ride
hours to let freshmen ride to their cars.
Because seriously, when all of the freshmen park their
vehicles in campus lots, they’re taking up spaces that
could be used by people who actually commute to this
campus. It is not fair for people who spend a hundred dollars on a parking pass to have to concede their paid right
to park to a freshman whose car is sitting in the same spot
for weeks on end. That freshman’s car is taking up space.
Let it take up space off campus and at a cheaper rate.
Next: Start zoning the parking on this campus. Certain
parking lots have better allure than others to certain people. They also are used by different people at different
times.
Take the parking lot by the UC. UC employees use it.
Now, UM always oversells the amount of passes it has
compared to the number of spaces available. So why not
budget the amount of parking passes to each lot, and even
break down the passes into certain time periods. Make UC
employees buy passes for the UC parking lot. Then you’ll
have a better idea of how much congestion you can expect
in a lot.
Break passes into time periods. Morning passes, night
passes, afternoon passes. This might take a little work, but
with the amount of revenue coming in from both passes

If these are the
types of people
you want representing the student
body, then vote for
them. If they are
elected all they
will be are puppets
for MontPIRG and
the administration.

Letters
to the editor

Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 106

should be let loose
to spend as much
money as they
want for their own
political goals.
This argument,
however, is filled
with inconsistencies and is a threat
to our freedom of
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publicly that he will break campaign spending limits, essentially
claiming that limits on spending is
the equivalent of limits on free
speech. What’s painfully ironic is
that the Board of Regents eliminated the freedom of all UM students
to voluntarily fund student organizations. Using Flint’s logic, every
student on this campus has been
silenced.
It seems that behind these inconsistencies is the real “special interest” agenda whose aim is to limit
the amount of involvement that students can have in civic and political
arenas. But if recent history has
taught us anything, it’s not to trust
antagonists such as Eaton. I
encourage all students to stand up
for their freedom of speech and
association by signing a petition
aimed at showing support for voluntary funding at UM.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

PHOTO EDITOR

ADAM WEINACKER
NATALIE STOREY
KATHERINE SATHER
PHONE

Cruelty example No. 1
So there I was, squatting down, a small piece of breadstick in my hand. I was walking back to the Journalism
Building from the UC when a squirrel came close and I
tried to feed it some of my food. Then, from out of
nowhere, I heard a woman say, “GET IT!” A dog streaked
in front of me and chased the squirrel up a tree. I was
crushed. This was just about the ultimate bad thing that
could have happened to me. The only thing that could
have made it worse was if the woman was on a longboard.

It seems that the message Jacob
Eaton and his fellow right-wingers
want us to absorb is that students
should not have the option to give
money toward their own civic or
political interests (such as “extremist environmental” groups that
work for, of all things, glass recycling), yet showboat conservatives

Eaton’s inconsistencies
reveal hidden agenda

E DITOR

NEWSROOM

End-of-the-year shout-outs
Time’s winding down here at the ole MK, so I thought
I’d break from my typically embittered, loathsome self
and extend a hand of gratitude to some of the people who
have helped make my four years at the University of
Montana a pleasant time.
Really, they stretch all the way across campus, from my
first encounter with this school at a college fair in
Spokane, to my final days as a student. Jed Liston at
Admissions and New Student Services has been extremely
helpful throughout my time here. He’s saved me from certain financial doom and, despite my uninformed editorial
attacks on his hard work, continues to be a friend.
My professors at the journalism school have always
been patient with this rather cavalier, fuck-the-rules student, but have been supportive nonetheless. The lessons
I’ve learned about how to work in the real world have
been invaluable. In particular, Dean Jerry Brown and professor Carol Van Valkenburg have been steady hands
through crazy times. Brown himself remembers that first
campus visit I made, bright-eyed and full of hopes and
dreams. Oh my, how things changed.
My friends on campus, many of whom I met as a freshman and now seem to have faded away into obscurity,
have been kind to me even when I couldn’t return the
favor. And despite his path down the dark side of broadcasting, Keagan will always be one of my greatest friends.
And finally, I couldn’t help but thank all my friends
here at the Montana Kaimin. This past year has been the
dirtiest, nastiest, most awful year of my life in some ways,
but that’s what is going to make it the best. Even though
I’m confident that I’ll leave having pissed off nearly
everyone, it’s been a great year and a fun time. Thanks,
guys.

speech at UM.
Eaton, the state chair of the college Republicans, has called
MontPIRG “misleading” and
“deceptive” (Kaimin, 3/26/04),
while later admitting that he helped
Aaron Flint lie his way into the
ASUM president’s office by
deceiving the elections committee
(Kaimin, 4/13/04). But Eaton’s
inconsistencies don’t stop there.
On one hand, Eaton says that the
Board of Regents, in taking the
voluntary fee system away from
students, did not silence anyone
(Kaimin, 4/15/04). On the other
hand, Eaton’s chum Flint has stated

Brad Engebretson
senior, political science/sociology
former ASUM senator

ARTS EDITOR

The Montana Kaimin, in its 106th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.

and tickets (I’ve contributed more than $300 to the latter
fund) UM’s best minds might be able to hatch a plan.
We don’t necessarily need more spaces on campus. We
should just learn to manage what spaces we have, instead
of perpetuating a ridiculous free-for-all system that frustrates students, staff and faculty alike.

Squirrel Talk

Every week the editorial staff of the Kaimin gives a cut-to-thechase summary of some of the week’s news events, and our opinion on them.
MontPIRG loses funds, keeps complaining: Poor babies.
After the Montana Board of Regents decided to keep the University
from being in the business of collecting fees for special interest
groups, the newly-formed and quickly-forgotten Students’ Rights
Alliance stepped up the theatrics and absurdity, and by avoiding anything close to a compromise, they made a joke out of their cause.
While it might have been an unfair call by the Regents, it’s a call. The
decision has been made. It might be time for students to move on,
find another way to raise funds and get on with their lives. Besides,
for supposedly being gagged, we still hear a lot of whining.

Montana Kaimin

HTTP://WWW.KAIMIN.ORG
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Weather
or not
High:
Low:

70
38

Part-y cloudy

Kaimin news editor Kat Sather has been complaining about
Kaimin Weather from day one last September. “Nobody reads
it. It’s a waste of space. Nobody likes you.” Well, we generally
just brush this off here at Kaimin Weather headquarters,
because we realize that learning to love Kaimin Weather is a
complex, difficult journey that readers must embark upon, and
that Ms. Sather just won’t take the time to do that. Mostly
because she thinks she already knows everything. And, by the
way, nobody reads her articles. And nobody likes her.
Kaimin Weather - “Do NOT screw with Kaimin Weather”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

Coming soon:

Calendar of Events
All Week
Girls Girls Girls
PAR/TV Montana Museum of Art and
Culture — Through May 1
11 a.m.-3 p.m. Tuesday-Saturday
3 p.m.-7 p.m. Friday
Art exhibit - “The Female Form,” by Henry
Meloy. It’s Friday — you’ve got a bad Earth Day
hangover from too much all-natural pizza and a
ringing folk-music headache — why not take it
easy and go to an art exhibit?
Jazz Music Festival Of Jazz And More Jazz
University Theatre
Kaipril
— Through April 24
School Jazz Performances
— 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Clinics — 1 p.m.
Concert — 7:30 p.m.
Music Festival - Buddy DeFranco
Jazz Festival. If you thought you were
the jazzinest jazz fan in the jazziddy jiggedy-jazz
jamboree then you’re wrong and absolutely insane
for using the word “jazz” so much. Get tickets at
GrizTix, 1-888-MONTANA.

B e f o r e I t ’ s Too L a t e
Oval — 3:00 p.m.-3:10 p.m.
Breather - It’s Friday, and there isn’t much
more left of the school year. Go out on the Oval
between classes and enjoy the moment before your
life turns into a living hell in the coming weeks.
Saturday, April 24

New Lease
Specials!

Monthly pmt of $71*
*OAC, Mt. Ed. CU (728-1034)

New 1, 2 & 3
All units furnished with
Bedroom Apartments
Please call us at
327 - 1212
or visit us on the web at
www.riverrockapts.com

Heidi Ames Plays The Hell Out Of A Piano
Music Recital Hall — 7:30 p.m.
Student recital - Heidi Ames will be rockin’ the
piano. Heidi Ames will astound the audience.
Heidi Ames’ name is Heidi Ames. (free)

Kymco
People
$2399

River Rock Apartments
washer and dryer,
fridge, & dishwasher.
Each unit has
secured storage and
a carport.

A Gruesome Battle Of Ethics
Gallagher Business Building second floor
Preliminary rounds — 8:30 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
Semifinals round — 2:30 p.m.-3:45 p.m.
Championship round — 4:00 p.m.-5:15 p.m.
Competition - Second annual Northwest
Regional Ethics Bowl. When the dust settles, one
person will be victorious. The bloody heads of
those foolish enough to oppose the victor will be
tied around their waists, a necklace of severed fingers a trophy of their ethical superiority.
A Forum Of Ethics
Urey Lecture Hall— 6:30 p.m.
Forum - “Three Easy Questions
(With No Easy Answers) of
Environmental Ethics.” An interactive
forum with Deborah Slicer, Department
of Philosophy, and Dan Spencer,
Environmental Studies Program.
Fun ethics fact: When Conan the
Barbarian was asked what is best in life, his reply
was, “To crush your enemies — see them driven
before you, and to hear the lamentation of their
women!” Yeah, that probably has nothing to do
with the forum.

Thank Calendar Boy It’s Friday, April 23

The end of the KAIMIN for 2003-2004.
Get those Kleenex ready. Seriously.

Friday, April 23, 2004

About 90MPG, 45MPH
NO parking permit req.
NO Cycle Endorsement
Park where bikes park!

Scooterville Montana
138 W. Broadway
Downtown, across from Court House
April & May Hours

Tues-Fri: 12-7 • Sat: 10-5

(406) 721-9966 • www.scootmt.com

T a k e A S h e e t And Cut Two H o l e s For E y e s
Montana Natural History Center, 120-A
Hickory St. — noon-4 p.m.
Class - “Costume-making for WildWalk
Parade.” Tired of being the ass section of the horse
suit? Then make your own damn costume, you
costume-mooching jerk! Bring craft supplies to
share. For information, call 327-0405.
One Of These Days...BAM! To The Moon!
Montana Natural History Center, 120-A
Hickory St. — 9:30 p.m.
Class - “Earth’s Natural Satellite: the Moon.”
Fun fact: Did you know that the moon is
made up mostly of moon rocks? $2 donation to
attend.
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KBGA airs forum on local wages Kaimin fee increase
Jessica Wambach
Montana Kaimin

For those who are frustrated with
struggling to find good-paying jobs
in Missoula, a University of
Montana broadcast-journalism project might provide some answers, or
at least a healthy discussion.
Continuing in its attempt to
lessen the division between the
University and the Greater
Missoula community, the
Footbridge Forum will broadcast its
final panel discussion of the semester Monday on KBGA student
radio.
The discussion, titled “Wage
Rage,” will address the low
incomes of Missoula residents and
will feature seven panelists from
the Missoula area who wouldn’t
normally have the chance to voice
their opinions in a live broadcast.
Denise Dowling, faculty adviser
for the Footbridge Forum, said the
topic was chosen because many
UM students are considering leaving the area for higher-paying jobs
with graduation approaching.
The Footbridge Forum was
established last spring when the
broadcast program applied for and
received a $40,000 grant from the
Kettering Foundation, a research
organization in Ohio. Since
December, the forum has held three
panel discussions on KBGA to
address other issues of concern to
most Missoula residents.
Listeners can call or e-mail questions or comments to the station
during the shows, and panel members will address them and other
topics introduced by the host.
Angela Marshall, a junior who

will host “Wage Wars” on Monday,
said she thinks the forum has had a
positive impact on the University
and the city as a whole.
“I think it’s a great way to seek
solutions to problems,” Marshall
said. “We may or may not find the
solution, but at least we’re brainstorming.”
The first forum did not have a set
topic, and panelists and listeners
were invited to discuss any issues
they wished.
Executive producer Crystal
Ligori, who hosted the show, said
discussions ranged from city ward
divisions to people who feed their
pets organic dog food while others
can’t even afford to eat ramen noodles.
“That first show was all over the
board,” Dowling said. “We talked
about everything from traffic to the
way people treat their pets in this
town. We talked about racism. We
talked about jobs. Everything came
up.”
The variety of issues discussed
led the forum members to subsequent topics, like the town-andgown theme of the second broadcast.
“I didn’t realize that there was
this gap between the Missoula community and the University,” said
Beth Saboe, one of the forum’s producers.
After that show, Dowling and the
forum employees looked for discussion topics that were important to
Missoula residents on and off campus that might bridge the gap
between the two communities.
“The goal of the Footbridge
Forum is to engage people at the
grassroots level to talk about com-

munity issues that are vitally important to them and their lives,”
Dowling said. “We think that
there’s some good work going on
and we’ve made a lot of progress in
these shows.”
Ligori said she’s been impressed
with the feedback the forum has
received and with the willingness of
panelists and callers to talk about
almost any issue.
“Public deliberation has never
really been tested on radio and now
it is,” Ligori said. “It’s a start.”
Although she’s graduating, she
hopes the forum’s progress will
continue next year if the funding is
renewed. Producers are planning
two two-hour forums to air each
semester next year.
Dowling said one thing that
makes the show unique is the panelists.
“We try really hard to put on the
panel people who don’t normally
have a chance to speak out about
these issues,” Dowling said. “We
won’t have the mayor on the show.
He’s got a platform.”
There are about 10 forum
employees who have worked
between 60 and 80 hours each
month to prepare for the shows and
are paid through the Kettering
Foundation’s grant, Ligori said.
Student producers have collaborated with KBGA on the project
because the station’s audience
includes many of the people the
forum is targeting — high school
and college students and many
older members of the community.
“Wage Rage” will air from 7
p.m. to 8 p.m. on Monday on
KBGA 89.9 FM.

on election ballot
Dylan Tucker
For the Kaimin

Students voting in the ASUM
elections next week will decide
on a referendum for a $2 fee
increase to upgrade the Montana
Kaimin newsroom.
The money will be used to
update computers in the newsroom, buy digital cameras and
increase content in the newspaper. This is the first proposed
increase to the fee since it was
introduced roughly 10 years ago,
despite rising printing costs, said
Christopher Rodkey, editor of the
Kaimin.
If the proposal is approved, the
student fee will increase to $4 per
semester. Student fees make up
15 percent of the $250,000
Kaimin budget.
The majority comes from
advertising revenue, which
accounted for $205,000 in 2003.
According to Kaimin business
manager David O’Brien, a fee
increase of $2 could generate an
additional $50,000 next year.
The fee increase is affordable
for students, Rodkey said.
“The $2 fee means every student pays 4 cents for their copy
of the Kaimin,” he said. “An
increase of $2 means they’ll pay
8 cents — still a bargain, especially when compared to the
Missoulian.”
The student-run Kaimin has a
circulation of 6,000 papers daily
and is free at newsstands Tuesday
through Friday on campus and
around Missoula.
“The operating costs of the

Turn to page
nine for the
anwser.

Kaimin have gone up 7 to 10 percent per year, and the fee has
remained the same,” O’Brien
said. “We want to be able to provide students with more of the
news they want to read, but right
now the budget doesn’t allow it.
You can put it off as long as you
want to, but the bottom line is it
has to happen.”
The ASUM election will also
let students weigh in on the proposed $30 increase per semester
in the athletics fee, which could
overshadow the importance of the
Kaimin fee for some students,
said ASUM Sen. Andrew Bissell.
“The fee could get lumped in,”
Bissell said. “The athletic fee has
created a fear-passing atmosphere. Students might be hesitant,
but I think the benefits of the
Kaimin make it worth considering.”
ASUM Sen. Andrea Helling
believes revisions by the
Publications Board, which oversees the Kaimin, could produce
more money for the Kaimin.
Helling cast the sole vote against
passing the referendum on to students and suggested tabling the
proposal until next year.
“Referendums should be
reserved for issues that need students’ input,” Helling said. “Due
to controversy and misunderstanding surrounding the athletic
fee, any fee proposal is not going
to be looked at favorably.”
Editors Note: In an attempt to remain
unbiased the Kaimin has printed a story
written by a journalism student who is not
a part of our staff.

I build up castles.
I tear down mountains.
I make some men blind,
I help others to see.
What am I?

The Provost’s

D istinguished Faculty Series
Spring 2004 Lecture

“Memory Maker or Memory Taker?
The Many Roles That Glutamate
Plays In The Brain”

Dr. Richard Bridges
Don’t miss out! Offer ends April 30, 2004

Mon–Fri 9am-1pm, Sat 10am-5pm, Sun 12-5pm

MONTANA - Belgrade • Billings • Bozeman • Miles City • Butte • Great Falls • Livingston • Laurel • Missoula WYOMING - Cody • Gillette • Sheridan

Music Recital Hall
Wed., April 28, 2004, 7:00 p.m.
Founding member of the Montana Neuroscience Institute, Dr. Bridges is a
professor of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences and Director of the
University's Center for Biomedical Research Excellence in Neuroscience.
His lecture will trace the fascinating discoveries that led to our understanding of how the amino acid glutamate works in the brain, as well as
provide some speculation on how drugs of the future may act on these
systems to treat diseases and possibly even enhance normal brain function.

The university community and general public are
cordially invited to attend. Admission is free.
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UM lesbian couples tie the knot despite MT law
Louis Montclair
For the Kaimin

When Camarin Metcalf met
Kelly Browne through a mutual
friend, she had a feeling their relationship would blossom.
“I knew it was going to be something special,” Metcalf said.
Browne, a University of Montana
sophomore, asked Metcalf out to
dinner and a movie for their first
date two and a half years ago.
Things were a little old-fashioned,
Metcalf said. Browne walked her
all the way to her door, and when
Metcalf asked for Browne’s phone
number, she told her that some of
her guy roommates already had her
number.
“She was being a big flirt,”
Metcalf said.
They became best friends right
away, their friendship blossomed
into romance and they were soon
inseparable.
“She’s my best friend,” Browne
said. “I knew that when we started
dating, I couldn’t be without her.”
Then, at a campfire on the Fourth
of July two years ago, Browne
dropped down on one knee and
asked Metcalf to be her wife.
“I cried,” Metcalf said. “I had
something in my eye.”
In the face of opposition from
family members and Montana law,
Metcalf and Browne plan to marry
on July 11 at the University
Congregational Church in Missoula.
They are one of two lesbian couples
who have considered marriage this
semester in the midst of a national
controversy.
National debate over the issue
has Americans divided. While some
people support it, saying that it violates civil rights to ban same-sex
marriages, others say they want to
protect the “sanctity” of marriage.
President Bush in February
announced his support of a constitutional amendment to ban samesex marriages, saying the institution
of marriage should not be severed
from its religious and cultural roots.
The Montana Code Annotated
prohibits same-sex marriages from
being recognized. The newly
formed Montana Family
Foundation, a non-profit organization, wants to place a constitutional
amendment on the ballot this
November to ban gay marriages in

Montana.
“It’s complete ignorance,”
Metcalf said. “It’s funny how
they’re trying to make a big deal
out of this.”
Wanting to marry in a society
where same-sex marriage is not
completely accepted has affected
Browne and Metcalf. Telling their
families about the marriage wasn’t
easy.
“Both of our families are pretty
conservative,” Browne said.
Metcalf’s mother cried after hearing the news. Later, although apprehensive about it, Metcalf’s mother
accepted the marriage and said she
will attend, Browne said.
“She loves me and Kelly,”
Metcalf said. “But I think the subject makes her uncomfortable.”
Browne said her family reacted
differently.
“My parents pretty much told me
I was going to hell,” Browne said.
God does not bless gays, they
told her, and they would not be
attending.
Browne said this does not bother
her.
“I think I’d rather them not be
there instead of being there in
spite,” Browne said. However, her
oldest brother, Ty, will be Browne’s
best man.
The women are looking past the
immediate problems and focusing
on their future, which includes
plans for having children, a home, a
minivan, dinners at the table and
bedtime stories. Both would like to
give birth to children, and Browne’s
brother Ty offered to donate sperm
for Metcalf. Financially, their families are not helping them with the
wedding.
UM’s Lambda Alliance, a gay,
lesbian, bisexual, trans-gender and
straight support group, offered to
invite Missoula’s gay and lesbian
community, said Kris Munson,
president of Lambda. The couple is
accepting donations through
Lambda.
The University Congregational
Church, where the couple will be
married, describes itself on its Web
site as an open and affirming
church, welcoming all people without regard to gender, race, ethnicity,
economic or social status or sexual
orientation. The church has performed same-sex ceremonies in the
past.

While
Browne and
Metcalf wait for
their wedding,
another lesbian
couple from
Missoula got
married in
Portland, Ore.,
during spring
break. UM students Danielle
Soto and
Tamiko Foster
eloped in
Multnomah
County, Ore.,
which for weeks
was the only
place in the
country gays
could get married. On
Tuesday, a judge
Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin
ordered the
While preparing invitations for their summer wedding, Kelly Browne (right) and Camarin Metcalf
county to stop
(left) laugh together Thursday morning. Despite Montana’s law barring same-sex marriage, the
issuing marriage couple plans to marry this July.
licenses.
from Soto’s family members, who
for 12 years.
Soto, a sociology/criminology
After receiving the document, the don’t accept her being a lesbian,
major, and Foster, a culinary arts
she said.
two went to www.basicrights.org, a
major, dated for two years before
For the first couple of weeks they
site dedicated to ending discriminadeciding to elope. They met at the
tion based on sexual orientation and went through “the newlywed high,”
Food Zoo and were friends before
which Soto describes as “almost
gender identity in Oregon, and
they started dating.
like playing house.”
One day, Soto proposed to Foster. found a list of officials and churchBoth girls will graduate in May
es that would marry them. They
Not ready for the commitment yet,
2005 and plan to move to Seattle.
took their license to the Rev. Susan
they got engaged and postponed
Soto plans on attending graduate
Leo at the Bridgeport United
their wedding. The time finally
school at the University of
Church of Christ.
came during spring break.
Washington because their marriage
The church choir was practicing
While in Portland, Foster jokinglicense will be recognized and her
then, and because witnesses were
ly asked Soto if she wanted to get
wife will receive same-sex benefits.
needed, two people were pulled
married. Soto said OK, and after
As the same-sex marriage issue
from the choir to sign the license.
calling ahead to make sure, they
evolves, Browne said she hopes
The ceremony proceeded while the
went to the courthouse to pick up
people will recognize equality for
choir sang.
their marriage license the next
gays.
They found positive reactions
morning.
“I just have some faith in the
upon returning home.
Both recall there being many
general public that they want to
Friends, coworkers and many
couples there — gay and straight.
protect the rights of citizens,”
Most of them were women who had others who heard about the wedBrowne said. “We hope that some
ding were happy for the women.
been together for many years. One
day we can have the same rights.”
The only negative reaction came
couple they met had been together

THE NORTH FACE Summit Shop
exclusively at Bob Ward’s
THE NORTH FACE
Coriolis Wind Jacket
windproof,
water resistant, storable
reg. $69

SALE $59.99
THE NORTH FACE
Fire Road ll
trail running
shoe for men & women
reg. $69.95

SALE $59.99
July 16-19

SPORTING GOODS
Missoula • 728-3220 • 3015 Paxson
9-9 Daily, 9-8 Sat., 10-6 Sun.

& Sons

Hamilton • 363-6204 • 1120 N. 1st
9-8 Daily, 9-8 Sat., 10-4 Sun.
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Newly hired fiscal officer to tackle athletics deficit
Alisha Wyman
Montana Kaimin

University of Montana administrators named a new fiscal officer for the athletics department last week.
Ed Wingard, the assistant athletic director of business
affairs at Portland State University, was selected for the
position. Choosing a fiscal officer has been a high priority
for UM administrators since the announcement that the
department has a deficit of nearly $1 million.
Wingard has experience in accounting with other athletics departments and with Banner, the accounting system
UM uses, said Bob Duringer, the vice president for
Administration and Finance.
“We feel really lucky to have gotten him,” he said. “He
has the yes’s in all the right boxes.”
Wingard will take the helm as fiscal officer May 26
after he finalizes Portland State’s budget. He decided to
apply for the position because of his attraction to the athletics department’s quality and success.
“You guys have an outstanding institution, especially
when it comes to athletics,” he said. “Being a part of home
crowds that sell out is really something amazing.”
During the course of the job search, there was no indication of how he ranked among the 40 others who applied,

he said, so he was surprised when Duringer called him
The position as UM’s fiscal officer for the athletics
with the job offer.
department has been vacant since former fiscal manager
“I was ecstatic, absolutely ecstatic,” he said. “(I) can’t
Rob Edwards resigned last September. Since then, assiswait to get started.”
tant athletics director Chuck Maes has
After he begins at UM, he plans to
been involved in trying to get UM’s budget
construct a more detailed budget, outback on track.
lining each component of the flow of
During the weeks following the deficit
“I was ecstatic, absolutely
money to and from the department, he
announcement,
administrators have identiecstatic. I can’t wait to get
said. He wants to solicit the input of
fied Edwards’ numerous and varied responstarted.”
coaches and administrators in the
sibilities as one cause of the problem.
process to avoid misunderstandings and
Aside from drafting the department’s
- Ed Wingard,
mistakes.
almost $10 million budget, he made travel
new UM fiscal officer
“My primary goal is to re-establish
arrangements for teams and often traveled
the trust between the administration and
with them.
the athletics department so that athletics
Administrators have said there was also
can manage their budget and still be
a lack of communication between Edwards
competitive as they’ve always been,” Wingard said. “The
and former Athletics Director Wayne Hogan.
idea is to make it a collaborative effort.”
As the new fiscal manager, Wingard will report to
Wingard has experience with such an effort, Duringer
Duringer and will only be held responsible for the departsaid. Portland State faced a deficit when he first began
ment’s budget.
there in 1996.
“He will not be traveling with the teams or doing any
Wingard was part of the four-person committee that
advanced set up,” Duringer said. “He was hired for one
solved the problems and restructured the budgeting
reason — that’s to be the financial manager of the departprocess, he said.
ment.”

Ex-Hussein loyalists may be eligible for jobs in Iraq
Barry Schweid
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Thousands of Iraqis who swore
allegiance to Saddam Hussein’s
political party may be getting jobs
under the U.S.-led coalition in
Baghdad as the Bush administration struggles to put down resistance and undertake a major shift
in policy.
Only alleged criminals, expected to face trials, will remain automatically excluded, along with the
top four levels of Saddam’s Baath
party and the three most senior
levels of ministries of the fallen
leader’s government, an official of
the U.S.-led coalition said in a
telephone interview from
Baghdad.
But other Iraqis who have been

banned, including 14,000 discharged school teachers, will get
their jobs back if they can make
the case that they were party members in name only, said the official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
In addition, the process of
appealing disqualifications will be
speeded up so Iraqis can get rulings more quickly, the official
said.
At the same time, Iraqis who
served in Saddam’s army, including senior officers, are needed for
the new army and will be absorbed
at a faster and higher level provided they are found not to have
engaged in criminal activity, the
official said.
Gen. John Abizaid, the head of
Central Command, disclosed last

week that the military was reaching out to former senior Iraqi army
officers to help shore up the struggling Iraqi security services.
The policy of excluding
Baathists was popular with some
Iraqis, but U.S. administrator L.
Paul Bremer also was receiving
complaints that the appeals
process was too slow and that too
many people remained disqualified
even for teaching jobs, the official
said.
Bremer will describe the
changes Friday during a planned
interview on a U.S.-run television
station in Iraq, Al-Iraqiya TV,
spokesman Dan Senor said
Thursday in Baghdad.
The shift, long sought by some
congressional lawmakers and other
critics, may not overcome the

Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893 option 5
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims

Editing Services
Free Sample Edit
Larry Godwin
1720 Brooks St., Suite 3
728-3573

BALLOT 2004 GENERAL ELECTION
REFERENDUM TO AMEND THE ASUM CONSTITUTION
In order to clarify Article IV, Section 7 of the ASUM Constitution, the ASUM Senate passed a resolution to send the following referendum to the student body for a vote.
Article IV, Section 7 of the ASUM Constitution now reads:
Meeting shall be conducted in accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order and the Chair of the meeting shall only vote in the case of a tie.
The proposal is to amend Article IV, Section 7 of the ASUM Constitution to read:
Meetings shall be conducted in accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order.
YES - I support the proposed amendment to the Constitution.
NO - I do not support the proposed amendment to the Constitution.
Recently, the Senate of the Associated Students of The University of Montana adopted a resolution to appoint, as an ex-officio and non-voting member of the ASUM
Publications Board, the ASUM Office Accountant. The purpose of the amendment is to strengthen ASUM financial oversight of the Montana Kaimin and other student literary organizations under the purview of the ASUM Publications Board. The proposed language to be added to the ASUM Constitution, Article 9, Section 3, is as follows:
Section 2. The Publications Board will consist of seven voting members, chaired by the ASUM Business Manager. The Pub Board will consist of one ASUM Senator, one
student-at-large position, the Kaimin Editor, the Kaimin Business Manager, the Kaimin Faculty Advisor and a Business School faculty member, appointed by the Dean of
the Business School, as voting members. The ASUM Office Accountant shall serve as an ex-officio, non-voting member of the Publication Board.
YES - I support the amendment to the ASUM Constitution as stated above.
No - I do not support the amendment to the Asum Constitution as stated above.

REFERENDUM TO INCREASE KAIMIN OPERATING FEE
The Senate of the Associated Students of the University of Montana (ASUM) has approved a referendum motion to increase the Montana Kaimin operating fee.
Currently, students pay $2.00 per semester (autumn and spring only) to receive the Montana Kaimin. The Senate proposes an increase in $2.00 per semester to help pay
for rising operating costs, to make technological improvements and adjust employee compensation.
YES - I support the $2.00 per semester fee increase.
NO - I do not support the $2.00 per semester fee increase.

REFERENDUM REGARDING ATHLETIC FEE INCREASE
The Athletic Department and the University Administration are proposing an increase to the student athletic fee. Currently, full-time students pay an athletic fee of $30.00
per semester. University Administration is proposing a $5.00 per semester increase to the full-time student athletic fee for the next four (4) years. Under the proposal, students would also receive an additional number of football stadium seats, bringing the total to 3650 student seats.A $5.00 user charge would be attached to each student
football ticket, and guest pass prices would remain the same (Currently, $10.00 per guest pass). Additionally, any student taking between one (1) and three (3) credits
would be charged a new fee of $10.00 per semester, any student taking between four (4) and six (6) credits would be charged a new fee of $20.00 per semester. Students
attending the College of Technology would not be affected by these proposed fee increases.
YES - I support the proposed full-time student athletic fee increase, creation of a user charge for tickets at football games,
and new fees as explained above.
NO - I do not support I support the proposed full-time student athletic fee
increase, creation of a user charge for tickets at football games, and new fees as explained above.

INITIATIVE IN SUPPORT OF RIGHT OF STUDENTS TO CREATE AND
FUND INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATIONS WITH VOLUNTARY FEES
The Regents of the State of Montana, despite an ASUM Resolution and 2,000 signatures on petitions supporting voluntary fees, voted to repeal their policy allowing students to create and fund student organizations at The University of Montana through voluntary fees. This action sets a precedent detrimental to student input and students’
right to free speech on important university issues. This initiative urges the Regents to support the right of students to fund organizations through voluntary fees.
For the right of students to create and fund independent organizations with voluntary fees.
AGAINST the right of students to create and fund independent organizations with voluntary fees.

bloody resistance to the U.S. occupation, officials acknowledged.
But they said the administration
thought it might reduce the number of supporters.
After Saddam was toppled a
year ago in the U.S.-led invasion,
members of his ruling Baathist
party and senior Iraqi military
officers were barred from any role
in the transition to Iraqi self-rule
overseen by Bremer.
But with Iraqi resistance growing, especially in the Sunni
Triangle region west of Baghdad,
Bremer gained approval for the
switch, which is likely to begin
first with the rehiring of thousands
of teachers and professors.
“We’ve heard complaints from
Iraqis for instance that the appeals
process is sometimes slower in
implementation than was originally designed,” Senor said. “It sometimes excludes innocent, capable
people who were Baathists in
name only.”
“We’re looking at ways to make

revisions to the implementation
process,” he said.
Meanwhile, national security
adviser Condoleezza Rice visited
Capitol Hill on Thursday in a
closed-door session to answer
questions from Republicans about
the troubled Iraq campaign.
Her visit came as sometimescontentious congressional hearings
continued separately, with lawmakers worried over whether the
administration has a strategy for
success in Iraq.
“She answered question after
question after question,” said Rep.
Deborah Pryce, R-Ohio. “We’re
on the right page and we’re standing fully behind her.”
Others said the subjects included the so-far lagging program to
train Iraqis to take over their own
security, the occupation authority’s
plan to hand over power to an asyet-unnamed Iraqi government
June 30 and the extended stay for
American troops.

Student Summer Special!

$29 per month

777 15th Street West
Billings, MT 59102
259-2626
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Disoriented drunk, squirrel stalker, deserted dogs
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin

Friday, April 16, 8:56 a.m.
Public Safety received complaints of a
man sleeping in his parked vehicle with the
engine running in the lot near the Adams
Center. Capt. Jim Lemcke, assistant director of Public Safety, said the man was likely parked there to set up for the weekend
gun show.
Friday, April 16, 10:05 a.m.
Someone reported a yellow lab tied up
under a tree outside of the Journalism
Building. The responding officer noted that
the dog looked as if it hadn’t eaten in a
while, but otherwise looked OK, reports
indicated. No one was fined.
Saturday, April 17, 7:05 p.m.
Public Safety received reports that several juveniles who had entered the Skybox in
the Adams Center took bottles of Dickens
Cider energy drink and were drinking
them.
“They just walked up there, apparently,”
Lemcke said.
All the juveniles were identified and
turned over to their parents, he said.

Sunday, April 18, 2:55 a.m.
Public Safety officers helped an
extremely intoxicated man in Jesse
Hall get medical
attention, Lemcke
said. The underage
man was taken to St.
Patrick Hospital for care, he said.
“He was in Jesse Hall, but thought
he was in Aber,” Lemcke said. “Of
course he was cited for illegal possession.”

officers arrived.
“They were just worried about them,” he
said. “The tree was big enough that the
complainant thought they could get
hurt.”

Police Blotter

Sunday, April 18, 4:42 p.m.
A resident of the University Villages in
Yreka Court called Public Safety to complain of an argument heard from an
upstairs apartment. The resident heard
sounds for several hours and reported a
woman crying, reports indicated.
“There may have been an argument, but
no one needed any help,” Lemcke said. He
added that the officer who responded may
have helped calm the situation.
Sunday, April 18, 6:27 p.m.
Children were reported to be climbing
high up in a pine tree on the playground
near the Craighead Apartments, Lemcke
said. He said the kids were gone when the

Monday, April 19, 9:52 a.m.
A person in the Missoula
Federal Credit Union called Public
Safety to report a suspicious note
that was received. Lemcke said he
was unsure of the details of the case.
“I don’t know anything about this,” he
said.
Monday, April 19, 10:41 a.m.
A pit bull was reported to be stalking
squirrels on the west end of the tennis
courts. Lemcke said the dog was a concern
because it wasn’t on a leash.
“(They) were concerned that it shouldn’t
be killing other little animals,” he said.
Monday, April 19, 10:58 a.m.
Lemcke said an employee writing parking tickets noticed a vehicle that looked as
if it contained drug paraphernalia. But
when the officer checked it out, she realized the report was unfounded.
“Apparently it was not what they

thought it was,” he said.
Tuesday, April 20, 11:42 a.m.
Public Safety received a complaint that a
person’s dog’s choke chain was missing.
Lemcke said he didn’t know who had
stolen the choke chain, but did say that the
dog was tied up for two hours outside of
the Liberal Arts Building.
“They shouldn’t have tied the dog up at
all,” he said. “It doesn’t seem very nice to
the dog at all.”
Wednesday, April 21, 11:08 p.m.
Officers observed three people putting a
dummy in the road on the corner of Sixth
and Maurice avenues. Lemcke said the
people were using the dummy to re-create
an accident.
“The officer spoke to them and let it be,”
he said.
Thursday, April 22, 3:24 a.m.
Officers received complaints of a disabled man acting disoriented and vomiting
in the UC. Lemcke said the man refused
help.
“He was just warming up in the UC,” he
said.

Kyi-Yo Powwow celebrates American Indian heritages
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin

The Adams Center will be alive
with American Indian culture, pulsating drums and hordes of
vibrant dancers this weekend.
The 36th annual Kyi-Yo
Powwow starts Friday in the
Adams Center to celebrate
American Indian traditions and
heritages. The powwow, which is
organized by the Kyi-Yo Native
American Student Association at
the University of Montana, begins
at 7 p.m. Friday night and ends
Sunday evening.
Whitney Top Sky, president of
Kyi-Yo, which is a Blackfeet
word for “grizzly,” said she
expects a good turnout. She thinks
about 3,000 people will come
each day.

“I think it’s going to be bigger
than in the past years,” Top Sky
said.
She said UM’s powwow is
already larger than any other college powwow in the state.
The powwow features dancers,
drummers and singers clad in traditional American Indian dress.
The dances incorporate both men
and women of all ages, ranging
from tiny tots, ages five and
younger, to elders, 55 and older.
Registration for dancers and
singers is $5.
Top Sky said she has been
dancing since she was a tiny tot.
“I’ve been dancing since I
could walk,” she said.
Top Sky will limit her participation this weekend, however,
because she will be busy organizing the event. She has already had
a packed week preparing for the

powwow, along with other Kyi-Yo Tribe in Oklahoma, who couldn’t
make it.
members, including co-treasurer
Top Sky said she likes UM’s
Amanda Decker.
powwow because it promotes
Decker, who will also dance
diversity on camless in order to
pus and gives
have more time
people a glimpse
to help orches“We’re trying just to let
of American
trate the event,
said she is ready people know our culture. Let Indian heritage.
for the weekend
them experience how we cel- “I think this is
more of an eduafter a hectic
ebrate being Indian.”
cational thing for
week of prepanon-natives (than
ration.
Whitney Top Sky,
other pow“It’s definitePresident of Kyi-Yo
wows),” she said.
ly getting pretty
“It promotes
exciting,” she
diversity at the
said.
University compared to other
Earl Old Person, honorary chief
powwows where they’re not as
of the Blackfeet Tribe, and Jason
focused at educating people.”
Good Striker, an announcer from
Top Sky believes it’s important
Standoff, Alberta, will be the masfor people to see American
ters of ceremonies. Good Striker
Indians celebrating their culture.
is replacing Wallace Coffey, the
“We’re trying just to let people
tribal chairman of the Comanche

know our culture,” she said. “Let
them experience how we celebrate
being Indian.”
The powwow goes from 7 p.m.
to midnight on Friday, noon to
midnight on Saturday and noon to
about 7 p.m. on Sunday. Top Sky
said Saturday will be the biggest
day, with a variety of different
dance contests and events.
American Indian crafts will be on
sale in the west wing of the
Adams Center throughout the
weekend.
Admission is $2 per day on
Friday and Sunday and $3 on
Saturday. Passes for the entire
weekend cost $6. People who are
60 years and older and children
who are five years and younger
will get in free.
The Kyi-Yo Powwow is a drugand alcohol-free event. Programs
cost $3.
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The

Wilderness &
Civilization Program
Accepting Applications - Apply Now

x
x
x
x

A Field and Campus Program
Study Wildlands & Land Ethics
Interdisciplinary Coursework
Wilderness Studies Minor

“This is what I’ve always wanted
college to be like.” ~ student

www.forestry.umt.edu/wc
wi@forestry.umt.edu
University Hall 303, 243-5361

Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health
Call the donor info line

549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged
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ASUM candidates challenge each other at forum
Curtis Wackerle
Montana Kaimin

The current ASUM executive team has not
been able to agree on much and has failed to
keep committees filled with students who want
to be more involved on campus, a candidate
for ASUM president said at Thursday’s executive candidate debate in the UC.
“Molly and I are on the same page,” presidential candidate Patrick Van Orden said of his
relationship with running mate Molly
Sweeney. “Last year there were problems with
the president and vice president not agreeing
on many issues.”
Van Orden, who is a current senator, and
Sweeney will face current ASUM Vice
President Gale Price, now running for president, and current Sen. Vinnie Pavlish in the
general election on Wednesday and Thursday
of next week.
Current Sen. Rob Welsh is facing newcomer
Cassie Morton for business manager.
Price and Pavlish said they are running on a
platform that includes fighting for alternatives
to the athletics fee increase, expanding ASUM
Legal Services and bringing ASUM-subsidized
child care to the College of Technology.
Pavlish agreed with his opponents about the

difficulty of keeping committees filled this
year.
“Committees were a serious problem this
year,” Pavlish said. “If elected, I will have all
the committees filled before the year is out.”
Keeping committees filled and running senate meetings are the primary responsibilities of
the vice president.
Price outlined her plan to increase student
involvement in ASUM. She said she is compiling a list of students who are interested in having their voices heard at ASUM. She will stay
in contact with those students and call upon
them when important issues come up in the
senate.
“We want more direct contact with students,” Price said.
In response to criticism from Van Orden
concerning Price and Pavlish’s support of
plus/minus grading without a student vote on
the issue, Pavlish said ASUM can’t “pass the
buck to students on every issue.”
Pavlish said that students should trust their
elected officials to make some decisions on
their behalf.
“If you elect us, we damn well better do
something for you,” Pavlish said.
Price said she wanted to work with the
administration on student fees.

“We want to provide workable solutions
instead of just saying ‘No fee increases,’”
Price said.
Van Orden and Sweeney said their platform
includes changing the way the University of
Montana lobbies the Legislature for higher
education dollars, letting students vote on
whether they want plus-minus grading and
opposing any increase to the athletics fee.
There is not enough money in the state’s
general fund to properly fund higher education, Van Orden said.
“The University of Montana can increase
the general fund via increasing the tax base,”
he said.
This can be accomplished by providing
$1,000 scholarships to all high school graduates through money earned from mining coal,
Sweeney said.
Van Orden continued to hammer Price and
Pavlish on plus/minus grading.
“Our opponents don’t think students are
educated enough to make that decision,” Van
Orden said.
Sweeney said she is completely opposed to
any new fees.
Welsh said that if he is elected, he will
spend the summer doing a quality review of all
ASUM policies to make ASUM run more

smoothly.
“ASUM needs to operate efficiently and
fairly,” Welsh said.
Morton said that if she is elected, she will
make ASUM more technology savvy. Her
main goal is to make the budgeting process
more accessible to student groups.
“Does anyone here even know when budgeting is going on?” Morton asked.
She said she would use ASUM’s Web site to
get budgeting information out to students. She
also said she will fight against any increase in
the athletics fee.
Welsh pointed out that students are
“between a rock and a hard place” with the
athletics fee.
UM is running a deficit in the athletics
department and this is against state law, Welsh
said. The problem will have to be corrected at
the May Board of Regents meeting, he said.
The money can either come out of UM’s
general fund, which would cut down on the
quality of education, or the money can come
from higher student fees.
“I don’t think (student fees) are the correct
way to go, but we’re limited in our ability to
fight the fee. Ultimately, it will have to come
off the backs of students,” Welsh said.

Committee: Van Orden, Sweeney violated ASUM bylaws
Chelsea DeWeese
Montana Kaimin

After an unsuccessful attempt to
close Thursday night’s meeting to
the public, the ASUM elections
committee acknowledged that
Patrick Van Orden and Molly
Sweeney’s election campaign violated election bylaws by illegally
hanging posters and sending mass
campaign e-mails in the name of a
student organization.
However, the committee did not
issue any formal reprimands.
The committee declared it illegal
for candidates or people working for
campaigns to use student-group email lists to endorse candidates in
ASUM elections. The committee
decided that because student groups
are not defined as individual students, they cannot donate money or
electronically promote a candidate.

Van Orden and Sweeney were in
violation of the committee’s new
interpretation when they, along with
University of Montana College
Republicans President Dustin Frost
and student regent finalist Jake
Eaton, used the College
Republican’s e-mail list to send an
e-mail to members telling them to
vote for the Van Orden/Sweeney
ticket and for Casey Lalonde, a candidate for business manager.
“I don’t want to set a precedent
here that candidates can send mass
e-mails to student groups,” said
Sophia Alvarez, an ASUM senator
on the committee.
Fellow senator and committee
member Anna Green echoed her
sentiment.
“If we vote to dismiss this, that
will open something totally new,”
Green said. “I don’t know if I feel
comfortable opening this.”

Summer Semester 2004
Plan Your Classes and Register via
Cyberbear for Summer Semester 2004
montanasummer.com

FREE Summer Semester Catalogs are
available at The Bookstore, Griz Central,
and the James E. Todd Building






Accelerate your academic career
Graduate early
Save $$ when you register for 12-21 credits
Complete General Education Requirements
Replace a grade
Questions?
406.243.4470
summer@mso.umt.edu

We’ll mail a catalog to
your friends and family...
Request one today at
montanasummer.com

GUARANTEE Your
Summer Classes
Register via Cyberbear
www.umt.edu/cyberbear

and pay your
fees by May 14

Many committee members said
ASUM bylaws were not clear
enough on the issue.
Kyle Engelson, chair of the committee, said the candidates should
not be reprimanded because there
was no clear interpretation regarding
electronic communication as a type
of campaign contribution.
The committee agreed, with only
Alvarez and ASUM Business
Manager Averiel Wolff dissenting.
Prior to the discussion about the
electronic communication, the elections committee moved to enter an
executive session, closing the meeting to the public and the Kaimin.
Some members said they would feel
more comfortable discussing the
issue in private.
After the Kaimin interjected on
First Amendment grounds, committee members debated the issue and
decided to keep the meeting open.
The committee also unanimously
agreed the Van Orden/Sweeney
presidential campaign illegally hung
posters outside, which is forbidden
under existing ASUM election
bylaws.

“Nobody has been in direct violation in that they (the posters) are
outside the building except for your
campaign,” Engelson said to
Sweeney at the meeting.
Members of the elections committee had already confiscated the
illegally hung posters, which
Sweeney said were posted by a volunteer for their campaign. The
committee voted unanimously that
the confiscation was enough punishment.
The committee called last night’s
special meeting in response to two
grievances filed — one against the
Gale Price/Vinnie Pavlish presidential campaign by UM senior Brad
Engebretson and the other filed
against Van Orden and Sweeney by
UM sophomore Matt Singer, who
filed the grievance as an individual
but is also a volunteer for the
Price/Pavlish campaign.
Engebretson accused Price and
Pavlish of being untruthful about
donations to their campaign, that
MontPIRG may be making contributions to their campaign. He also
said that a letter to the editor in the

Kaimin written by Price violated
campaigning laws because it ran on
the same day primary elections were
held.
Price denied the allegations that
MontPIRG donated to her campaign, pointing out that it is the
organization’s policy not to endorse
candidates, and the committee found
that Price’s letter to the editor didn’t
violate any laws.
Singer, in his grievance, alleged
that Van Orden and Sweeney may
have violated the current $100-perticket expenditure limit ASUM candidates must adhere to and that they
violated campaign laws regulating
campaign material placement.
Singer also alleged that, by using
the College Republican student
group to campaign, Van Orden and
Sweeney illegally received contributions from non-students.
The committee dismissed allegations that either side exceeded the
$100 spending limit and decided to
look into the matter when all candidates turn in their finance records to
the committee on Monday as scheduled.

LUNCH WITH THE
(NEXT)
SECRETARY OF STATE
An educational forum for students and the community. Come find out
what the candidates are all about.

Thursday, April 29 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
UC Theater
Jon Ellingson
Brad Johnson
Todd O’Hair
Candidates will discuss their platforms and etertain questions from the audience.
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Lecturer: Lying politicians make matters worse
lying done by public officials. He also discussed the effects public officials’ lies have
on their relationships with the public.
If public officials
The “big lie” and the “self-contained lie”
Former Baltimore
tell the truth about
were the two lies Marimow spoke about.
Sun editor
their mistakes from
The “big lie” deals with public policy and
discusses
the get-go, the public
can ultimately lead to a president being
cover-ups and
will be more forgiving
public reactions pulled from office, Marimow said. Former
of those mistakes and
president Nixon was forced to resign from
it will save time and
office because he lied to the public about
prevent humiliation, said a media expert
the political corruption in his administraThursday night.
tion, Marimow said.
“Remember, voters are human beings
When public officials try to cover up
who make mistakes and might be inclined
their mistakes this only provides them
to forgive public officials who screw up,”
short-term relief. But when the truth is
said William Marimow.
found and the public discovers it has been
When the mayor of Philadelphia lied in
lied to by someone it should be able to
1985 about accepting expensive business
trust, the public is less forgiving, Marimow
suits in exchange for free use of city space,
said.
he caused himself unneeded ridicule,
The “self-contained lie,” is one that hinMarimow said.
ders a leader’s ability to be an effective
Marimow, the Dean Stone guest speaker
leader, Marimow said. He used former
Thursday in the UC, was a city desk
president Bill Clinton’s relationship with
reporter at the Philadelphia Inquirer in
Monica Lewinsky as an example of a “self1985. He was investigating the misuse of
contained lie.”
more than $10,000 by one of the mayor’s
Clinton lied to his wife and to the public
associates. When Marimow interviewed the about the relationship. This may have
mayor, he gave answers that were meant to
brought Clinton short-term relief, but when
mislead Marimow and to mislead the pubthe truth was discovered, the public was
lic.
more angry than it would have been if
The mayor lied to the public instead of
Clinton had just faced his problem from the
facing his problem head on and admitting
beginning, Marimow said.
to the public that he made a mistake,
“If he told the truth from the outset, the
Marimow said.
threat and time waste of impeachment
“If we had public officials predisposed to wouldn’t have happened,” Marimow said.
tell the truth when they’ve screwed up, the
Marimow graduated from Trinity College
public would understand,” Marimow said.
in Hartford, Conn. in 1969 with a degree in
But when the public finds out that it was
English. He has been a journalist ever since
deceived it is less forgiving. The mayor’s
and has won several awards in his career,
lies caused him to be the center of more
including two pulitzer prizes in 1978 and
ridicule from the media and the public than
1985 that dealt with investigations within
if he had just asked for forgiveness,
the Philadelphia Police Department.
Marimow said.
Marimow was recently fired in January
Using examples of mistakes made by
from his position as editor of the Baltimore
public leaders such as Bill Clinton and the
Sun. The Sun hired a new publisher and
Nixon administration, Marimow said telling Marimow said it was her decision to let
the truth right away will save embarrasshim go. He said he might have kept his job
ment, wasted time and even impeachments.
if he had backed down from some of his
In Marimow’s lecture, “Lying to the
ethical convictions. He has since been
Press and the People — A Debit for
appointed by National Public Radio to be
Democracy,” he talked about two kinds of
managing editor starting May.

Leah Young

Montana Kaimin

Tom Baker/For the Kaimin

Two-time Pulitzer Prize winner William Marimow delivers the Dean Stone lecture in the UC
Theater Thursday night. Marimow, the former editor of the Baltimore Sun, was recently
selected to be the managing editor of national news for National Public Radio.

Got some free time? Go check out your team Kaimin on
www.hotornot.com

Riddle answer
from page four:
sand

Crestview Apartments
Now Leasing!
New Apartments 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
units available.
Studio Apartments
Coming Soon!
 Heated Pool
 Hot Tub
 Exercise Facility
 Private Balcony or Deck
Please visit us at:
4200 Expressway
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
& Sat. noon - 4:00 p.m.

Phone: 327-1212
www.crestviewapts.com
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Textbooks
Continued from Page 1

science department said that publishing his textbook was probably
the least profitable venture he’s
undertaken. He spent roughly
1,700 hours assembling
“Software Project Management,”
a 400-page paperback book for
his software engineering courses.
“I would have made more
money working at Taco Bell,” he
said. “If you’re going into it to
make money, you should write a
book that every freshman has to
buy.”
He received two advances of
$1,500 from his publisher when

The Kaimin examined
records from The Bookstore
and found at least 26 professors in 18 departments who
required students to purchase
books they wrote.
LAW
Martin Burke, “Taxation of
Individual Income,” $69
Scott Burnham, “Drafting
and Analyzing Contracts
Teacher’s Manual” $30
CURRICULUM AND
INSTRUCTION
Rhea Ashmore, “Promoting
the Gift of Literacy: 101 lesson plans for Oral and Written
Language,” $28
COMMUNICATIONS
Patricia Covarrubias,
“Culture, Communication, and
Cooperation: Interpersonal
Relations and Pronominal
Address in a Mexican
Organization,” $60
CHEMISTRY
Mark Cracolice,
“Introductory Chemistry”
$107.5, “General Chemistry”
$99.75
BIOLOGY
Kerry Foresman, “Key to the
Mammals of Montana,” $9.50
HISTORY
Harry Fritz, “Montana
Legacy: Essays on History,
People and Place,” ‘$19.95
David Emmons “The Butte
Irish” $19.95

he was writing the book, but used
the cash for materials such as a
scanner to scan pictures for the
text. Since it was published in
2001, he has sold 600 copies and
received meager royalties. The
book may become more profitable in the future.
“Maybe next year I’ll sell
6,000 instead of 600,” he said.
Other schools on campus
embrace texts written by their
faculty because they are some of
the most acclaimed texts in the
field. At the law school, Professor
Martin Burke requires a $69 book
titled “Taxation of Individual
Income” in his tax courses, said
Dean Edwin Eck. He said it’s the
second-most popular text on the

subject in the country. Another
law professor, Scott Burnham,
uses a nationally acclaimed book
he wrote on drafting contracts
that sells for $30.
“We haven’t adopted a policy
(about this issue), probably
because of a perception that if it’s
adopted by so many schools,
there’s no question of their quality,” Eck said.
For Henry, in computer science, there’s no question that
he’d want to use his own text in
the classroom.
“I think it’s like a recipe,” he
said. “If you’re running a restaurant, you would want to use your
own recipes, wouldn’t you?”

Michael Mayer ”The
Eisenhower Presidency and the
1950s” $23.60
Dan Flores,“The Natural
West: Environmental History
in the Great Plains and Rocky
Mountains” $19.95

Economics:Pay and Prosperity
in the New West,” $26, “Lost
landscapes and Failed
Economics: The Search for a
Value of Place,” $35,
“Environmental Protection and
Economic Well-being: The
Economic Pursuit of Quality,”
39.95

BUSINESS
Jakki Mohr, Marketing of
High Technology Products and
Innovations,” $89
Jerry Furniss, “Business Hits
on the Web 2002 with
Exercises,” $32.45
ANTHROPOLOGY
Stephen Greymorning, “A
Will to Survive: Indigenous
Essays on the Politics of
Culture, Language and
Identity” $47.50
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Joel Henry, “Software
Project Management” $65.65
DANCE
Karen Kaufmann, “Language
of Movement,” $12, “Teaching
Dance to People,” $15
FORESTRY
Martin Nie, “Beyond
Wolves: The Politics of Wolf
Recovery and Management,”
$19.95
JOURNALISM
Maurice Possley,
“Everybody Pays,” $7.50

Montana Kaimin

www.kaimin.org

GEOLOGY
Graham Thompson, “Earth
Science and the Environment,”
$96
Donald Hyndman “Natural
Hazards and Catastrophes,”
$36.25
Rick Graetz, “This is
Montana,” $25,
ENGLISH
Heather Bruce, “Literacies,
Lies and Silences: Girls
Writing Lives in he
Classroom,” $29.95
EVST
Daniel Kemmis, “This
Sovereign Land: A New Vision
for Governing the West,” $25.
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Charles Leonard, “The
Neuroscience of Human
Movement” $29.95
EDUCATION
Bruce Whitehead, “Planning
for Technology: A Guide for
School Administrators,
Technology Coordinators and
Curriculum Leaders,” $34.95

ECONOMICS
Tom Power, “Post Cowboy

LUNCH WITH THE
(NEXT)
Governor
An educational forum for students and the community. Come find out
what the candidates are all about.

Tuesday, April 27
11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Third Party
Candidates
UC North Ballroom

Wednesday, April 28
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Republican Candidates
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Democratic Candidates
UC Theater

Candidates will discuss their platforms and etertain questions from the audience.

We’re Americas first all-meatless fast food restaurant serving
delicious veggie burgers in eight
flavors. Low in fat and carbs,
high in protein off the chart in flavor and
NOW OPEN IN MISSOULA!
Flash your
GRIZ Card

get 20% OFF
Purchase!

1555 Liberty Lane/Open M-S 11-8, Sun 11-3/549-5552/www.mrgoodburgers.com
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Local sheriff’s captain punished for fixing ticket

11

$25.00 Patient Special*
*For initial exam & x-ray (if necessary)
must present ad to qualify.

MISSOULA (AP) - A
Missoula County sheriff’s captain has been given the option of
retiring next month or being
demoted after fixing a ticket for
the daughter of a co-worker, the
sheriff said Thursday.
The disciplinary action comes
after a weeks-long criminal
investigation and Sheriff Mike
McMeekin’s own administrative
inquiry — both prompted when
the Missoula County Deputy
Sheriff’s Association filed a
grievance after Ty Evenson’s
February promotion from sergeant to lieutenant.
Evenson pleaded guilty on
Monday to disorderly conduct
for slapping his 18-year-old
daughter during an argument,
after she had been pulled over
on suspicion of drunken driving
last July 13, said County
Attorney Fred Van Valkenburg.
Evenson was fined $160 and
given a one-year deferred sentence.
Evenson also was demoted
two ranks to senior deputy and
cannot apply for a promotion
until mid-November, McMeekin
said.
Capt. Scott McDonald was
disciplined for not forwarding to
the court the drunken driving
citation against Evenson’s
daughter and later destroying all
copies of the ticket. McDonald
was not at the traffic stop, but it

was his responsibility to make
sure the ticket was properly handled, McMeekin said.
“He clearly didn’t do it for
personal gain,” McMeekin said.
“The guy was trying to help. He
just didn't go about it in quite
the right way.”
McDonald, who planned on
retiring soon anyway, was given
the option of retiring next month

or being demoted to lieutenant
and continuing to work,
McMeekin said.
McMeekin said the investigation also revealed that, after
Evenson's daughter was ticketed,
he asked deputies to “make it go
away.”
“We didn't know until
February that it had gone away,”
McMeekin said, adding that

department safeguards against
such situations had failed.
Evenson must also reimburse
the county for missing a 12-hour
shift in November without filing
a request for leave.
McMeekin said the investigation also determined that he did
not follow up on the traffic stop
of Evenson’s daughter.
“I knew something had happened,” McMeekin said. “I did
not have all the details until
February. I should have inquired
further in July.”

DR. KEVIN B. KRIEG
KRIEG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
1070 NORTH RUSSELL STREET
MISSOULA, MT 59808
PHONE:
406/541-8888
FAX:
406/541-8891
EMAIL: DR_KRIEG@HOTMAIL.COM
Correction:
“It’s My Life” ad insert has a misprint on Page
9. Third paragraph, first sentence of
“Reporductive Racism” should read: “Despite
claims that Margaret Sanger was not a racist
or an anti-Semite, the fact remains that ‘she
openly welcomed the worst elements of the
birth control movement.”’

GRAND OPENING
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We’ve

We’ve Moved!
Moved!
See Our NEW Location

129 W. Front
SELECT ITEMS ON
SALE THROUGHOUT
THE STORE

Come in to register for daily drawings and the grand
prize of a Perception Torrent “Sit on Top” Kayak.

The Kaimin just
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you.
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Slide Shows at Pipestone (7pm)
Friday, April 23rd • Chris Bangs’
Climbing & Extreme Skiing in Alaska & Montana
Tuesday, April 27th • Jess Roskelly
Youngest American to Climb Mt. Everest
Friday, April 30th • Local Guide Shawn Robertson
Kayak Adventures in Chile
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Be a Leader in the Army National Guard, and get the respect of soldiers who will look to you
for leadership.You’ll also get career training, money for college and opportunities to develop
management skills – plus special training to prepare you for advanced positions. Most Guard
members train part-time, so they’re ready to respond if their community or the Nation needs them.
If you have at least 60 college credits and meet other requirements, you can apply to
Officer Candidate School.The Guard offers flexible Officer programs that can help
you stay in school or let you work full-time.
Graduate as an Army Guard Officer.
1-800-GO-GUARD Ext.195

YOU CAN
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Maggots hold off Jesters in city rivalry

Women’s golf
finishes in 4th

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

UM Jester Beau Pallister gets tackled by a Maggot rugby player Thursday evening at Dornblaser field. The Maggots beat the Jesters 8-3. Both teams
are getting ready for the annual Maggotfest rugby tournament which will take place next weekend.

Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

Experience overcame youth Thursday
night as the Missoula Maggots rugby team
defeated the University of Montana’s club
team, the Jesters, 8-3 in front of about 50
fans at Dornblaser field.
Despite the loss, Jesters’ coach Skip
Hegman said his kids played very well
against some of the toughest competition
around.
“When you put it in perspective, (the
Maggots) are one of the best teams in the
Northwest,” Hegman said. “They have a
bunch of experience.”
The close game only proved how well the
Jesters have improved and just how strong
the team is this year, Hegman said.
“Two years ago the Maggots laughed at
us,” he said.
In 2002, the Jesters lost 86-0, but came
back the next to be eked out 8-5. This is the

second year in a row in which UM has lost
by one try, or score, which made it even
more bitter for seniors hoping to beat their
arch rivals.
“I wanted to win this game more than I
wanted to graduate,” said Jesters’ captain
and UM senior Erik Nelson.
The two teams scored off a conversion —
much like a field goal in football — and
were even, 3-3, after the first 40-minute
half. But within the first few minutes of the
second, the Maggots were able to use their
larger bodies to push past the Jesters for a
score.
“(The Jesters) brought it at us again, and I
think they outplayed us. We got a lucky
one,” said Dave Calkin, Maggot’s coach.
The rest of the game was an even matchup and both teams began to get more physical, even after the whistle had already
blown.
“It was just some old boys having a little

fun,” Calkin said. “No punches were
thrown, just a few shoulders.”
Both teams train and play in Missoula and
the rivalry has existed for more than two
decades.
The Jesters was the first club to be established in 1968, and after a group of UM
graduates decided they still wanted to play
in a league, the Maggots were established in
1976.
Although often coming close, the Jesters
haven’t won a league game against the
Maggots since 1983, Hegman said.
For the UM squad, it remains their unending search for a Jesters Holy Grail.
“We pray to meet them again at the state
championships,” Nelson said.
The Jesters are also preparing for
Maggotfest, a four-day rugby tournament
and celebration that will be held next weekend.

1 3 Q u e s t i o n s :L a u r a
Well, with the Kaimin wrapping up, we here at 13 questions
decided we haven’t talked to
girls soccer in a while. When
deciding who to bring in and
grill we noticed that Laura
Nogueira, a freshman forward
from Lake Oswego, Ore., was
listed as having “crafty and
deceptive moves” in her team
biography. Our interest was
piqued and we decided to give
her a call to find out just what is
a “crafty and deceptive move” in
soccer.
Kaimin: The description on
the school Web site says that
you have “crafty and deceptive
moves on the field.” What is a
“crafty and deceptive” soccer
move? Do you act hurt and
then jump up again?
Laura: I did not write that
(biography). I’m real quick. I’ll
confuse you.
K: What’s your style of play?
Are you an aggressive player?
Sneaky?
L: I’m quick. I like to take

K: Now that we’ve established that you’re crafty and
deceptive, how can I believe
anything you’re telling me,
how do you feel about that
description?
L: Pretty intimidating, huh?
K: Definitely. How am I supposed to know what to expect?
L: I’m very manipulative with
the ball.
K: Do you know how the pattern on the soccer ball came
about, the hex shapes?
L: The hexagons? I bet it
makes the ball spin better.
K: Does the pattern ever confuse you?
L: If you stare at it long
enough.
K: How many pairs of cleats
do you go through in a season?
L: Probably one, maybe two a
season.
K: Is it being crafty that
wears them out, or is it being

—Kaimin Sports Staff

Nogueira
L: He’s really exciting to
watch ... and he’s cute.
K: Since it is my favorite soccer move, how often do you
execute the over-the-head bicycle kick?
L: All the time. Actually, it’s
the productive move to do.
K: You just do it airborne
across the field?
L: Oooh, yeah.

people on in a foot race.

K: What other sports do you
play?
L: None right now, though I
played lacrosse, soccer and basketball in high school.

Nogueira
deceptive, or both?
L: Probably crafty.
K: Who is your soccer hero?
L: Landon Donovan.
K: What is it that you like
about Landon?

The University of Montana
women’s golf team made a ferocious comeback to finish in 4th
place at the Big Sky Conference
Championships on Wednesday.
Led by the individual efforts of
senior Brianne Woods, sophomore
Jasi Acharya and freshman Krista
Swanson, the Lady Griz came back
from the 7th place position they
found themselves in after
Tuesday’s rounds.
Acharya shot a final-round score
of 74, while Woods and Swanson
both carded a 76 to carry UM to a
final-round 307 and their fourthplace finish. Montana finished the
championships with a total of 931,
which was 11 strokes behind the
third-place Weber State Wildcats.
Acharya finished in 10th place
for the tournament and earned allconference honors. Swanson finished the three-day tournament in
18th place while Woods finished
her career tied for 21st.
Portland State won its second
consecutive conference championship with a three-round total of
886, which was ten strokes ahead
of second-place Eastern
Washington and 45 strokes ahead
of UM. Portland State’s 886 blasted the previous tournament’s
record-low score of 905, a record
the Vikings set last year. PSU will
now advance to the NCAA
Regionals that begin May 6.
Montana State finished the tournament five strokes behind UM in
6th place with a score of 936.
Lauren Gray of Northern
Arizona University took the individual’s title, shooting a recordbreaking even par of 216 over
three days. Gray’s 216 beat the
previous low score of 219, which
was shot twice by PSU golfer Taya
Battistella.
UM senior Liz Meschke shot a
241 at the tournament, which
placed her 25th in the field of 40,
while sophomore Mary Hasselberg
rounded out Montana’s roster and
shot a 246 — good enough to tie
her for 31st place overall.

K: Online it says that you’re
a wakeboarder and snowboarder. Do you still do those sports?
L: Yeah.
K: Any dreams of going pro?
L: Every night I dream about it
... We live on the lake and we
used to go before school and
after school all the time.
K: What’s your favorite
move wakeboarding?
L: A double-up back flip

K: Sweet.
L: I don’t do it, but it’s my
favorite. Actually, we’re really
intense tubers, too.
K: Really?
L: We have a big pole on our
boat, and our friend will swing
us around the boat.
K: So how does your intense
tubing reflect soccer? Do you
tie the two together a little bit?
L: Yeah, it’s a real competitive
attitude (sarcastically), and you
get bruises either way.
K: Do you want to continue
with soccer after school, to
coach or play?
L: Not playing. If my kids like
it I might tell them some stuff.
K: Favorite soccer memory?
L: One practice we ran fullfield sprints 18 times. You had to
make it down in 18 seconds and
back in 42. It was at night and
our eyes were all blurry from the
cars driving by and you couldn’t
see where you were sprinting.

Kaimin Sports is “the” place for Grizzly sports

Montana Kaimin
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Griz tennis set to play E. Washington before hitting road
Danny Davis
Montana Kaimin

The University of Montana tennis teams will face important
home conference matches as they
conclude their regular season this
weekend.
The men’s team will square off
against Eastern Washington at 10
a.m. on Saturday morning.
Montana sits at 6-10 on the year
and is trying to better its position
for the Big Sky Conference tournament, which begins April 29 in
Ogden, Utah. The Eagles will
come into the match gunning for
their first victory of the season.
EWU is 0-9 on the spring season
and will be hunting for an upset
in Missoula.
“Saturday’s match-up is basically a match to get us in tune
and give us some confidence
going into Conference,” UM head
coach Brian Hanford said.
Montana freshman Stuart Wing
said that the team has put forth a
good effort in practice this week
and hopes to gain some momentum for the conference tournament.
“We’re feeling strong and
we’ve been practicing hard,”
Wing said. “I think this will be a
good game to win and get our
confidence up for conference.”
Montana will probably once
again be without the services of
Stan Nevolovich, their No. 2 singles player who has been sidelined with tendinitis in his knee.
Nevolovich has not played since a
three-set loss to Marek Gebicki of
Montana State University on
March 27, but he has been practicing a bit lately and Hanford is
optimistic about his availability
for the upcoming tournament.
The women’s team needs a victory Friday to punch its ticket to
Ogden. The Lady Griz will square
off against Eastern Washington
this afternoon at 2 p.m.
The women are 1-13 on the
year and 1-4 in conference play
and are coming off a week in
which they dropped a heartbreaker to Gonzaga and were shut out
by Sacramento State.
Like their male counterparts,
the Lady Eagles will roll into
Missoula without a win on the
season, sporting a 0-12 record.
Eastern Washington is coming
off an April 15, 7-0 loss to the
same Gonzaga team that
squeaked by UM last weekend.
The Eagles are led by a duo of
sophomores in Jennifer Jolley
and Marie Carroll. Jolley has a

Looking for a
rental?
Houses
Apartments
Duplexes
Mobile Homes

(406) 251-8500
6015 Greg’s Way
www.missoulapropertymgt.com

2-10 record on the
season while
Carroll has gone 111.
Even though
EWU is struggling
and will be looking
for its first victory,
the Lady Griz don’t
think they are playing the role of
Goliath, nor are
they trying to fight
off an upset
attempt.
“I don’t think we
are looking at it as
trying to avoid an
upset, but more like
going for a win and
not trying to lose,”
freshman Colby
Fannin said.
Despite their
record, the Lady
Griz have showed
great progression
throughout the season and have had
Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin
significant spurts
UM junior Janny Steenekamp drops a bomb during tennis practice Thursday afternoon at the Lindsay Tennis Center. The Griz
from different indi- will wrap up their regular season this Saturday at the Lindsay Tennis Center when they host Eastern Washington.
viduals at times
excited about their last opportunithroughout the year. Hanford
ty of the season to display their
hopes that everything is ready to
skills at the Robert O. Lindsay
click together as the Lady Griz
Tennis Complex.
aspire to advance to the confer“They may be a little bit (nervence.
ous) because we are looking for
“In most spots we’ve improved
Friday, May 7th is the
AVOID the rush and
another win in the conference,
a lot throughout the season, but
possibility
of missing
last day to submit drop
and we’ve had some tough losses
now its just a matter of getting
the deadline,
lately,” Hanford said. “But
everybody on the same page on
petitions for Spring
they’re anxious to win ... in front
the same day, and getting a combecause
faculty and
Semester 2004. Drop
of their home crowd and home
plete match out of them,”
deans cannot serve
fans. I don’t think it’s as much
petitions are
Hanford said.
intense student
urgency as it is excitement for
Fannin said that despite their
automatically
N
O
T
demands in the last
another opportunity to play at
recent struggles and their eightapproved. Be sure to
home.”
match losing streak, the Lady
few days of the
Since this is the conclusion of
Griz are expecting brighter things
give yourself ample
semester.
Montana’s home schedule, this
on the horizon.
time
to
supply
weekend will also be the last
“I think we are all pretty excited and are looking forward to our chance for Missoula to see the
“outside written
skills of UM seniors Nick Tyree,
match. And everybody is expectverification” for
Ryan O’Neil and Michaela Zima.
ing to win,” she said.
Call the CAS dean’s
dropping your
Hanford says that although it is Although they’ll be done playing
office at 243-2632 or
in Missoula, all three are hoping
essentially “do or die” time for
course(s), as listed
that after this weekend they will
the women’s team, he doesn’t
stop by LA 136 BEFORE
on the drop form.
have another good week of collesense much urgency on the court
May 7th
giate tennis left.
and believes that the ladies are
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Big wheels

Horoscopes
for the ignorant
TWO JOBS EDITION!!?!!
Aries (March 21-April 20)
*** Do you know what
sucks? Holding down two
jobs and writing the horoscopes.
Taurus (April 21-May 21)
**** If you currently hold
down two jobs and are reading
a horoscope right now, as I
believe you are, please feel free to
holla! If you are not holding down at
least two jobs then you are worthless.
Gemini (May 22-June 21)
***** I’ve got to say that at
first I didn’t think I could pull
off an entire horoscope edition about
working two jobs, but I’ve got to
hand it to myself. These horoscopes
are really turning out to be hilarious!
Very, very hilarious.

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

Wheels of all shapes and sizes were out and about Thursday afternoon on the Oval. Nice weather is predicted to continue throughout the
weekend.

Students bring Galapagos to Missoula
Ira Sather-Olsen
Montana Kaimin

Going to the Galapagos Islands
and creating a documentary out of
the experience is something most
UM students only dream of
doing. For a select few, this
dream has been unforgettably
realized.
The Galapagos Film Festival is
a collection of four student-produced films that were created
over the Wintersession break, said
Sean O’Brien, an adjunct assistant professor in philosophy and
one of two faculty members who
went on the trip. O’Brien said
biology professor Paul Spruell
approached her two years ago
about wanting to create a course
that encompassed a trip to the
Galapagos Islands. They wanted
the course to be both a scientific
and media-based undertaking, she
said.
Last semester, students who

took the course decided what they
wanted to do for the film festival
and chose four specific subjects:
The first film deals with EcoTourism; the second explores the
difference between man-made
islands and natural islands; the
third examines the Galapagos
Islands from the perspective of
Charles Darwin and the fourth
film examines the life of the
marine iguana.
Dawson Dunning, a junior in
wildlife biology, helped produce
the film that documents the
islands from the perspective of
Charles Darwin.
“We parallel it with Darwin’s
journey,” he said. “We saw the
same things he saw. Our experience was much like Darwin’s
experience.”
Jim Gallea, a senior majoring
in biology, was also a member of
Dunning’s group. He said he
thinks his group does a good job
of showing the islands and wants

viewers to appreciate them.
“It’s a candid look at our
group, too,” he said. “I hope the
viewer can find a connection with
our group.”
Both students estimated that
they had spent around 100 hours
filming, editing and brainstorming on how to make the film
cohesive.
Getting the group to agree on
what would make a good story —
as well as trying to figure out
how to make viewers understand
it — was the most challenging
part of making the film, Dunning
said.
Dunning said he took the
course and went on the trip
because it catered more to his
interest in biology than filmmaking. He likes to photograph
wildlife in Montana and said that
this was the perfect opportunity
to photograph wildlife in a different environment.
Gallea said Spruell and

O’Brien told him about the class.
He had experience in filmmaking
and thought the course and trip
sounded like fun, he said.
“I consider it a very valuable
experience,” he said. “I think it’s
(been) really great.”
As far as cultural importance
goes, Dunning said, this film festival will be a good way to bring
the Galapagos Islands closer to to
the eyes of Missoulians.
The films are a good illustration of the opportunities available
to UM students and cover a wide
variety of topics, Gallea said. The
films could also appeal to
forestry, ecology and wildlife
biology students, among others,
he said.
The Galapagos Film Festival is
this Sunday at the New Crystal
Theatre at 7 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Admission is $5 and $1.50
pints of beer is available.

Buddy DeFranco to spice up Jazz Festival
Alex Strickland
Montana Kaimin

World-renowned jazz musician
Buddy DeFranco will make his
yearly appearance in Missoula
this weekend to headline the festival that bears his name.
Now in its 24th year, the UM
Jazz Festival brings in jazz musicians, high school and college
bands and jazz enthusiasts from
around the world.
High school students have
come from as far as Pennsylvania
and California to participate in
the festival, said Lance Boyd,
director of the UM jazz program
and organizer of the festival.
Boyd has coordinated the festival since its inception in 1981,
before it was known as the Buddy
DeFranco Jazz Festival and said

it was his “baby.”
DeFranco, who is considered in
the jazz community to be the best
bebop clarinetist, was a guest performer in 1998. After the festival
that year DeFranco’s wife and a
local friend approached Boyd
about making a yearly commitment to the event.
Boyd said having DeFranco
headline each year has had an
enormous impact on the festival.
“It gives us much more visibility worldwide,” he said. “Along
with the added credibility of having someone of that stature.”
He added that the festival is
still small in comparison with
jazz fests in other cities, but Boyd
intends to keep it that way. “It’s a
very intimate festival,” he said,
“and I’d like to keep it that way.”
Boyd emphasized that keeping

the event a festival and not a
competition was important in
remaining focused on music education and entertainment as its
goals.
He insists that, despite the
headaches and work involved in
putting on the festival, he still
enjoys it. “Bottom line,” he said,
“it’s fun, or I wouldn’t do it.”
Free concerts during the twoday festival will include high
school jazz bands from all parts
of Montana and one from Idaho,
as well as UM Jazz Bands II and
III and Montana State
University’s jazz band.
The evening concerts will feature guest musicians performing
along with UM’s Jazz I band.
After an intermission, DeFranco
will perform with the All-Star
Jazz Trio, a group of two former

UM jazz students and current
music professor Robert Ledbetter.
Guest musicians other than
DeFranco are award-winning
trombone player Wycliffe Gordon
and vibraphonist Peter Appleyard,
who gained notoriety playing
with Benny Goodman in the ’60s.
Also playing at the festival are
seven-time grammy winner and
saxophonist Michael Brecker and
his brother Randy Brecker, one of
the jazz world’s premier trumpet
players.
The Buddy DeFranco Jazz
Festival runs April 23-24 in the
University Theatre, beginning at
8:30 a.m. both days. Evening
concerts start at 7:30 both nights.
Reserved student tickets are $13
for one night or $22 for both.
General admission tickets are $11
per night and $20 for both nights.

Q. How hot are the arts pages right now? A. Very.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
**** Only people who work
at least two jobs will get this
horoscope: Jonathan Brandis, of
Seaquest DSV fame, killed himself
because he never worked two jobs at
the same time and he was jealous of
people who worked two jobs at the
same time.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23)
*** When asked after a playoff victory whether a certain
Kaimin Arts Editor should have to
write the horoscopes, Shaquille
O’Neal responded, “Who’s doin’
what now? I don’t give a fuck,
man.” Party on Shaqdiesel!!!!!!!!
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22)
**** Most people only have
zero jobs. Or one job. Not two
jobs. Or more than two jobs. These
types of people who work, say two or
more jobs, shouldn’t be obligated to
do the things that people expect them
to do, like sit down and write horoscopes once they attain two jobs.
Should they? I certainly don’t think so.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** A Catholic Priest, a janitor/lawyer and a Jewish doctor walk into a bar. Which one
should not have to write horoscopes
later that night? If you said the janitor/lawyer, you are correct, because
the janitor/lawyer is already working
two jobs.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** I am just a simple man. I
am not a god. I cannot work
two jobs and be expected to write
enthralling horoscopes. But I refuse
to use my two jobs as an excuse.
Actually, I do not refuse. After all, I
am just a simple man.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Why do people still ask
me to make their particular
horoscope good for upcoming issues?
Haven’t they realized yet that these are
just ridiculously stupid jokes, week
after week? Can’t they respect the fact
that I currently work two jobs?
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Gwyneth Paltrow. Two
jobs. Horoscopes.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You don’t like the horoscopes this week? Excuse me,
do you know what it’s like working
two jobs, going to school and taking
care of a small child, the small child
being me? Didn’t think so.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** I admit, these ‘scopes sucked.
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6 Picks
FRIDAY
Jazz fest
Louis Armstrong once said, “If you have to ask what it is, you’ll
never know.” He was talking about that hallmark of American musical conception, that pulsing, dynamic and ever-changing genre
called jazz. For those of you music aficionados who don’t need to
ask, go check virtuosos Buddy Defranco, Wycliffe Gordon, Peter
Appleyard and our very own UM Jazz Band. Concert is at the
University Theatre at 7:30 p.m. Call 1-888-MONTANA for reserved
tickets.

SATURDAY
Forestry Day
VVVVVRRRRRRRRRRR!!! Whoo, nothing like the sound of a
chainsaw in the morning to get you up and at ‘em. Saturday is the
8th Annual Forestry Day at the Historical Museum at Fort Missoula,
and if you like the aroma of sawdust, or don’t mind the odor of big,
sweaty, burly foresters, go witness crosscut sawing, pole climbing,
wood chopping and axe throwing. Just keep your limbs tucked close
to your body, and watch out for swinging saws or flying axes.
Tickets are $3 for adults, $2 for seniors and $1 for students.

SATURDAY (LATER

ON)

Dance to the music
Samba, Flamenco, Handango anyone? If that’s too technical, plain
old shaking your booty will suffice. Either way, if you want to
dance to some Latin rhythms, check out Agua Dulce at the Top Hat
at 10 p.m.

SUNDAY
Fuzz Fest
Ahh, lazy Sunday. A quiet day out in the yard, with the sun shining on the newspaper and the birds twittering in the trees and — what the HELL is that screeching
ruckus?? Oh, yes, it’s the Fuzz Fest 2004 at the Other Side, where 11 punk bands
spend the day pounding on their instruments and expending their lungs. It’s a 9hour-long punk party, featuring The Others, No Tomorrow, The Uglies, The
Expendables and seven others. The Oi!s start at 1 p.m. Call 543-7436.

TUESDAY
Open. Mic. Night.
Tight pants, check. Cool hair, check. Sleek aviator shades, check. David Bowie
covers, well pretty much. Sounds like all you need now is an audience. Take your
rock star self to Sean Kelly’s open mic night and test out the reaction. Don’t worry,
the crowd is tame. Free.

THURSDAY
2 Live Crew
2 Live Crew stirred up quite a furor in the early 90s, when the sexually explicit lyrics of their “As Naughty as They Want To Be”
album were attacked for their lack of merit and moral integrity.
Suddenly, the unlikely rappers became free speech pioneers after
they were arrested at a show for vocalizing their crude lyrics. With
profoundly insightful songs like “Bad Ass Bitch,” “Me So Horny,”
and “The F*@# Shop,” the rap group led a movement of free (and
always gratuitous) expression. Remember when your mom wouldn’t let you buy that CD? Well, now you can see the whole thing
live, complete with bootylicious dancers at the Other Side at 9 p.m.
Kool Nuts joins them on stage and tickets are $15.
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Rocker T brings positive energy
Ira Sather-Olsen
Montana Kaimin

A dance-hall reggae artist
inspired by the teachings of
Rastafarianism and interested in
emanating positive energy is
coming to Missoula to spread his
message Friday night.
New York City native Rocker
T has been creating music and
singing since he was 3 years old,
when he sang in a church choir.
He started playing guitar at 10
and joined bands as early as 14.
He said he realized his musical
focus later on in his career.
In the 1980s, Rocker T was
involved in the New York City
punk and ska scene, as a member
of the band The Noize Police,
although he soon became disillusioned with some elements of it.
“The violence in the scene,
(the) drink-and-fight mentality
didn’t flow with me,” he said. “It
wasn’t constructive.”
Rocker T noticed that his
Rastafarian friends were doing
positive things in his community,
which interested him, he said. He
said that through Rastafarianism
he wanted to motivate people to
survive on their own and to take
better care of themselves.
“Jah is the only motivation,”
he said about making music and
touring day-in and day-out.
“Everything else comes from

Review by
Cory Walsh
Montana Kaimin

The revivals of post-punk and
the unholy but funky union of
dance and punk have produced
music both fantastic and sleazy,
and Scottish group Franz
Ferdinand offers a balanced and
instantly ingratiating mix of the
two. On their self-titled fulllength album they sound more
garage than Interpol, less shrill
than the Rapture and rawer and
smarter than the Strokes.
“Jacqueline” opens the album
on a deceptively quiet note,
with only lead singer Alex
Kapranos’ voice and soft
acoustic guitar chords.
Kapranos’ lyrics lean towards
the dark side of relationships
and sex: “Sometimes these
eyes/Forget the face they’re
peering from/When the face
they peer upon/Well you know
that face as I do.” The acoustic

thinks you should check out

Kaim
in

2. Alcohol (Booze)
A great way to relax between papers and final
projects, but be forewarned: In case of excessive
ingestion, consult a mortician.

Derek Van Heel
a senior
in Drama

dance-hall reggae have the
potential to appeal to a wide
variety of students.
“His commitment to his personal and spiritual beliefs, as
well as the underground reggae
scene in general” is what
Eastman thinks makes Rocker T
standout from other artists that
have a similar style. He also
added that there’s more meaning
to be found in Rocker T’s lyrics
and music than in music from
other dance-hall artists such as
Sean Paul.
“You’ll hear music (and lyrics)
you won’t hear all the time,”
Rocker T said about the show.
He also said it should be a positive experience for the audience.
Opening for Rocker T will be
Eastman’s ska band, Backseat
Driver. Backseat Driver will also
be playing this Friday at noon on
the Mansfield Liibrary Mall on
campus. The band will be giving
away free Rocker T CDs at the
gig, he said.
Rocker T will play this Friday
at The Other Side. The show is
18 and over and tickets are $10
in advance and $12 at the door.
Tickets can be purchased at
Authentic Creations, Ear Candy
Music, Rainbow’s End, Rockin’
Rudy’s, Worden’s Market and
online at inhousetickets.com.

guitar makes its exit with a distorted bass line, and from that
point on, the electric guitars are
cranked to 11.
“Tell Her Tonight” boasts an
off-kilter guitar hook and spastic singing over a booming,
four-to-the-floor beat from
drummer Paul Thomson and
bassist Bob Hardy. The chorus
switches from snotty U.K. punk
to British Invasion-style harmonies. Occasionally, Ferdinand
shows the influence of ’60s
British rock more than any of its
New York counterparts.
“Cheating On You” has some
swinging London harmonies
with appropriately twisted
lyrics: “I’m cheating on
you/you’re cheating on me.” It’s
an infidelity anthem set to a frenetic bass and percussion track.
When the group eases up on
the dissonant guitar lines, it
sounds like a reincarnation of
the Strokes as a group that isn’t
too hip to dance. “Take Me

Out,” has a smooth, hooky intro
that gives way to a huge beat
that would make Queen proud.
They really get their ’80s on in
“Come On Home,” breaking out
the meandering keyboard lines
and scratching, punch-drunk
guitar lines. The high-energy
verses are punctuated by choruses with Kapranos singing in
a falsetto that sounds oddly like
Thom Yorke at his quietest.
There’s nothing particularly
new or shocking about Franz
Ferdinand’s sound, but the
group tweaks and varies it so
well that it doesn’t matter —
it’s a great band writing great
songs with only one album
under its belt. None of the 11
songs break the five-minute
barrier, and none of them have
less than two brilliant hooks.
By the time you hear the
album-closing “40,” you’ll have
listened to “Tell Her Tonight”
and “Take Me Out” a few times
over anyway.

Read Uncle Luke
on the go

1. The Sun (A star that the planet
earth rotates around)
I’ve never been, but I hear it’s nice this time of
year. Don’t forget your SPF 35,600,001. Also,
pack shorts.

3. The Sanctity of Marriage (the honor of the
institution of holy matrimony).
Must be upheld by outlawing gay marriage. While
we’re at it, let’s revoke women’s right to vote and
put blacks back on the plantations. (Note to the
ignorant and easily offended: This slab of sarcastic biggotry makes a statement about equal rights).

that.”
Andy Eastman, head of
Eastbone Productions, was motivated to bring Rocker T to
Missoula because of his interest
in reggae, ska and dance-hall
music. He said he first listened to
Rocker T several years ago and
has been following his music
ever since. Eastbone’s market
niche is to bring relatively noname groups to Missoula and use
guerilla-like marketing tactics to
get the word out about the
shows, he said.
Rocker T said that one of the
reasons he is touring right now is
because he thinks it is important
to bring reggae music to nonurban areas where people don’t
normally get to see a reggae act.
The tour is in conjunction with
his latest release “More Luv,”
and he said he would be playing
his classic songs as well as some
completely new ones.
“I’ve found that you can reach
more kids with the type of music
you play,” he said about his spiritual message as it relates to his
music. “I take (the) total energy
of what I like and put it into
what I write.”
Rocker T should cater to
Missoula’s wide base of reggae
fans, Eastman said. He said he
thinks Rocker T’s melodic, and
catchy hip-hop and pop flavor of

Franz Ferdinand bears repeating

The Plug
Here’s what
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Because the
fellows love
a girl with some
Unc’ in her trunk.
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Groundbreaking
Continued from Page 1

Anaconda Company’s newspapers.
His work in the purchase led to the
liberation of Montana’s major daily
papers from the “copper collar.” He
is a member of the Montana
Journalism Hall of Fame and began
his journalistic career in 1923.
Anderson passed away in 1978.
To honor his work as a journalist
and his services to the state of
Montana, the Board of Regents
unanimously approved a request in
January to name the new School of
Journalism building after him.
The building will consist of five
levels: four floors and a basement.
There will be a Native American
Journalism Center — the only one
of its kind in the country. A 217-seat
auditorium will be located in the
basement. There will also be several
student lounges throughout the facility as well as a coffee bar on the first
floor. Construction of the hall is
expected to end by 2007.
Susan Talbot, Anderson’s daughter, said her father would have been
full of admiration and pride to have
received the honor that was
bestowed by the journalism community.
The Don Anderson Hall will
incorporate more than 500 students
majoring in print, photojournalism
and broadcast news. When the origi-

nal Journalism Building was erected
in 1936, the school had fewer than
100 students.
“The new building will bring a
sense of continuity and togetherness,” said Keith Graham, assistant
professor and director of the photojournalism program. “As we get
more into technology, we will have
the software where we can put
things together cross-media. It’s
going to be terrific.”
UM President George Dennison,
who also spoke at the ceremony,
praised the school for consistently
producing outstanding graduates.
“Every university is what it is
because of its faculty and its graduates,” Dennison said.
Discussions about the possible
construction of a new building
began in 1997. Acting Dean Joe
Durso called the journalism faculty
together because using three buildings for the program was causing
instruction difficulties. In addition,
the three buildings were inadequate
in incorporating the technological
advancements of modern journalism.
“Bringing print and broadcast
together is a positive development,”
said Ian Marquand, a 1979 journalism graduate and current president
of the Montana chapter of the
Society of Professional Journalists.
“It’s going to be great for journalism
education for many, many years. It
will be a 21st-century building for a
profession that is in the 21st centu-

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
Stolen: metal pinch collar of dog. Near LA building
between 9am & 11am. Call 880-7859
Lost: coats and calculators in the Gallagher Business
Building. Come to room 352
$30 REWARD for a lost Patagonia all-weather shell,
two tone green, hooded. Call 579-3870.
Found: Black film canister with film, between SS &
LA buildings on 4/15 Call Emily 549-4513

PERSONALS
Curry Health Center provides urgent care nights and
weekends. Need help NOW? Use West entrance after
hours or call our Medical Clinic at 243-2122.
Stubborn, ugly warts, begone! Wart Treatments at
the Curry Health Center. Call for an appointment,
243-2122
Traveling during Summer? Now is the time to make
your appointment at the Curry Health Medical Clinic.
243-2122
Spent all year in Montana and still haven’t been
Rockclimbing? Man you haven’t lived! Learn the
basics and get some experience in the field. Register
by 4/28 $49 gets you rigged up and out you go! May
1st meet at 9am at the wall and on May 2 you’re in
the field! ??? 243-5172 www.umt.edu/campusrec.htm
Take an interesting class fall semester! Hear about
WOLVES, GRIZZLY BEARS, MTN. LIONS, BULL-TROUT,
etc. from wildlife biologists! WBIO-270, 2 credits,
CRN: 70559, Tuesdays 1:00-3:00pm, ?’s- phone 2436237
Open Mic Night in the UC Junga Juice Tuesday, April
27 from 7p.m. - 12a.m. Want to sign up? Contact 2436189
EVERYBODY! EVERY BODY! This workshop will cover
nutrition myths and facts, thought patterns, exercise
and body image. FREE! Sat. April 24th 1 pm - 5 pm.
Curry Health Center Call to register at 243-4711.
TAMING YOUR TEST ANXIETY SEMINAR! Finals are
coming and this seminar can help! Saturday April
24th 9:00 am - 12:00 pm at the Curry Health Center.
FREE! Call the Counseling and Psychological Service
at 243-4711 to register.

HELP WANTED
WANTED
Summer work study position @ children’s shelter.
Shifts available Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight,
midnight - 6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination
of the three. Call Teresa @ 549-0058.
Make Money taking Online Surveys. Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys. Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

Junior Mike Greener lies on his back for a creative photographic angle Thursday during the School of
Journalism’s groundbreaking ceremony. Greener and other photojournalists competed in an all-journalismschool shootout for the best image of the ceremony.

ry.”
ASUM President Aaron Flint
spoke at the ceremony with a positive voice about the future of the
journalism school, where he is
enrolled as a broadcast journalism
major.
“We have a shared emphasis, a
shared school, a shared passion for
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SPRING CREEK LODGE ACADEMY, A SPECIAL PURPOSE,
PRIVATE SCHOOL LOCATED 15 MILES NW OF THOMPSON FALLS, IS CURRENTLY TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING OPENINGS: MONTANA CERTIFIED
SECONDARY TEACHERS. 2 SHIFTS: M - Th and W - Sa
8:30 AM to 6:30 PM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND AN
APPOINTMENT FOR AN INTERVIEW, CALL (406) 8274344, FAX (406) 827-4354, OR SEND AN EMAIL TO
larry@blueslide.com
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (RMEF) The RMEF, a
non-profit organization, is recruiting for unpaid
Writing Intern for summer semester. Responsible for
editing/writing for Bugle Magazine & Wapiti
Newsletter. Candidates should be a junior or senior
in journalism, creative writing or English -w/ preferably a background in wildlife biology. Approximately
12 hours per week. This is an unpaid internship. To
apply submit a resume, cover letter, & three writing
samples. Send application materials for either position to bbennett@@rmef.org or RMEF, 2291 W
Broadway, Missoula, MT 59808, Attn. B Bennett
Canvassers needed Eve. & wkend work $8/hr.
Available immediately. Also, summer work available.
Resume to Canvasser, PO Box 3508, Missoula, MT
59806
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SUMMER WORK? WE’RE LOOKING FOR YOU! Currently hiring for manufacturing,
construction and labor positions as well as office and
clerical positions. Interviews are scheduled for M-Th,
10:00 a.m. to noon. Call Work Force today at 5433590.
Summer Work-study position as a child care aide.
Preschool or infant group possible. Men and women
needed full time or part time. Close to campus. Call
director 549-8017 for information and interview.
Summer Work - Sprinkler installation crew needed.
Pay dependent on experience. Call RCC @ 880-9722.
$7.00 to Start Great part time & Summer Opportunity.
Apply in person M-F 10-4 Research Data Design, 2685
Palmer ST STE D or call 728-8290
FINALLY!
Earn $5 in 10 mins each week
@brandport.com! Watch ads, earn cash. Free
Registration.
Part-time Summer help needed at local car wash.
Weekend work required. 30-50 hours per month.
References necessary. 728-4191 leave a message, or
call Scott at 370-5297
Summer Job on Guest Ranch. Live-in. Room and
board included.
Need dishwasher and
dishwasher/driver. Must be male due to available bed
space. Driver must be 21. Call Connie 244-5414 or
email erickson@blackfoot.net.
The Missoula Family YMCA is looking for male summer
camp counselors. Responsible for daily activities,
programs, swimming & locker room coverage, and
other related job duties. Apply at the YMCA Front
Desk.

YMCA Aquatics, PT summer positions. AM/PM shifts,
all ages teaching & guarding. Certs required. Must
be team player. Pick up application at 3000 Russell.
No phone calls. Closes May 2nd.
Child care need, 3 hrs weekdays every other week. 36pm. Pick-up children at school. Responsible individual with reliable transportation. Fax resume references to 549-5392, 2 children 7 & 9.
Wanted: Whitewater Rafting Guides: Spend the summer in Wyoming guiding on the Beautiful Wind River.
To apply call: Wind River Canyon Whitewater 1-307864-9343 or email: trips@wyoming.com
Get more our of your job while “getting things done!”
The Office for Civic Engagement is now accepting
applications for part-time, work study positions for
2004-5. Plan and implement service projects
throughout the year to get UM students involved or
work on developing resources for student advocacy
and activism. Applications available in Social Science
126, deadline extension to April 28th.
LIL’ GRIZ CUB HOUSE Children’s Fun Center is looking
for energetic, motivated, dependable childcare
providers for part-time evening and weekend shifts.
Please call 549-4848 for more information, or stop by
912A Kensington Ave for an application.
VISTA National Service positions available in Missoula
nonprofit organizations. FT year-long positions begin
in July. Make a positive difference in your community while earning a monthly living stipend and receive
an education award/tuition voucher for $4700 upon
completion of service. Application information available at the Office for Civic Engagement, SS 126.
Applications due May 21.
Park-n-Ride drivers needed - must be UM student will train in late July and/or Aug. Must be willing to
get a CDL. Driving will start next fall. $9/hr. Go to
UC suite 114 for application.

journalism,” Flint said. “And now
we will share the same roof.”
Many of the major donors for the
building were on hand for the
groundbreaking ceremony, including
Lloyd and Betty Schermer, John and
Susan Talbot and several representatives of Lee Enterprises.
As the event came to a close, John

Mainstreet Pilates Studio Now Offering Mat Classes
and Apparatus Training. Student discounts available
call 541-CORE (2673)
Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience.
Resumes, transcription, report typing, editing. Fast,
student discounts. www.atozwordprocessing.com,
728-3888
Proofreading Service. Reliable . Chicago Manual of
Style. BA Ethnobotany Natural History. Rates negotiable. Randi 531-2558
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $1.00/page
542-0837.
Access music. Acoustic Guitar packages $149.99,
includes two lessons. 501 South Orange Street. 7285014. accessguitar.com
Infant and preschool age child care available in center close to campus. Full time or part time OK. Call
director 549-8017 Visit 408 Stephens Ave.

Pearson, a 1982 journalism graduate,
took to the bagpipes he has been
playing for nearly 30 years. The
sound of “Amazing Grace” flooded
the area where Don Anderson Hall
will one day stand.
“It’s going to be fun,” Graham
said. “It’s going to be good to have
everyone be together.”

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

FOR SALE

CREATIVE
CREATIVE WRITING

Graduates: Beautiful UM winter photo by Donna
Finstad in double opening mat, to display diploma.
549-3583

There will be two sections of ENCR 210 Intro to
Creative Writing offered this summer. Sign up today
to reserve a spot. U210A: INTRO TO CREATIVE WRITING Fiction. 3 credits. The writing workshop will focus
on reading, discussion and revision of students’ short
fiction. Students will also be introduced to models of
fiction techniques. No experience in short fiction
necessary. 1ST SECTION: MAY 24- JUNE 25 CRN: 50392
MTWRF 3:50 TO 5:20 2ND SECTION: JUNE 28 - JULY 30
CRN: 50393 MTWRF 3:50 - 5:20

2000 Chevy Lumina, 4dr, V6, Jade. Great shape, 78k,
$5100 o. 370-9590 - leave msg.
1989 Honda Accord. 162,000 miles asking $2,000.
Good Shape. 251-5220
For Sale: Entertainment Center. Solid Wood, 48”w x
51”h x 21”d. 5 - 8 1/2” x 21” shelves for DVD/VHS
storage. Fits 25” TV. Also has shelves for DVD player, Receiver, & Subwoofer. $100 or best offer. Call
406-250-5088
Cool, Cold, Great tasting Premium Ice Cream, 16
Fantastic Flavors and endless creative possibilities
with over 20 toppings and mix-ins on the Clark Fork at
809 E. Front Street

FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
“Our Rentals Are The Talk Of The Town!” Apt’s?
Condo’s? House’s? Come see the Rental Experts!
Professional Property Management 721-8990.
New 2 story in country 1 bdrm with office area gas
heat & kitchen. Utilities included. South East of
Florence $500/month - 777-1451
3 BED @ 711 PALMER, NO PETS, NO SMOKING, CONVENIENT LOC. 239-2034
Rent: 2 bedroom, 1 bath, wash/dryer, only pay electric, 660/mth, garage. NEW! Avail May (flex) 406945-2327

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Roommate needed for two bedroom apartment.
$300/month rent & utilities. Call Amanda 721-2903

SERVICES
SERVICES

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

Montana Kaimin

EARTH
EARTH SERVICE
SERVICE DAY
DAY
Clean Start 2004: Sat. 4/24! Events include a river
cleanup at the VB Footbridge (9 a.m. - 12), prairie
restoration at the base of Mt. Sentinel (10 a.m. - 2),
a dumpster dive at the UM Recycle Shed behind
Facility Services (1:30 p.m. - 3), bike building at the
Festival of Cycles at Bonner Park (12 p.m. - 4), and
volunteering at the PEAS Farm on Duncan Dr. (2 p.m.
- 5). Snacks and lunch provided. Contact 243-5531 or
um_volunteers@hotmail.com

ECOPENTA
ECOPENTATHALON
Clean Start 2004’s Ecopentathalon on Sat. 4/24.
Participants ride to each event, spending about 1
hour at each. Events include a river cleanup, prairie
restoration, a dumpster dive, the Festivals of Cycles,
and volunteering at the PEAS Farm. Contact Vicki
Watson at 243-5153 or vicki.watson@umontana.edu
to register.

GRAND OPENING
Goldsmith’s Premium Ice Cream “home of the Cold
Rock” is now open. Celebrating 20 years of homemade, handcrafted ice cream. Across the Footbridge,
on the River at 809 E. Front Street

MUST SELL

LIL’
LIL’ GRIZ CUB HOUSE

‘92 Honda Prelude. Nice, Red, clean $4900 o.b.o.
239-9364

LIL’ GRIZ CUB HOUSE Children’s Fun Center is looking
for energetic, motivated, dependable childcare
providers for part-time evening and weekend shifts.
Please call 549-4848 for more information, or stop by
912A Kensington Ave for an application.

‘96 Subaru Outback, Great Shape. All Wheel Drive
$3900 o.b.o. 239-9364

RETRO STUDIO
LOTS OF NEW CUTE STUFF FOR SPRING. 50’s, 60’s,
70’s, 80’s, CLOTHING FOR GUYS & GIRLS. ACCESSORIES, FURNISHINGS, FUN THINGS! 829 S. HIGGINS
ACROSS FROM HELLGATE H.S.

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

LOOKIN’ FOR A COMPUTER?
2001 Dell Desktop Computer. Excellent condition.
$200 call (406) 490-0880

SUMMERFEST 2004
Pagan gathering July 2-4 near Red Lodge, MT.
Cabins & meals included. Workshops, Rituals &
Magic. http://www.magickalmakings.com/summerfest (406) 256-9070.
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